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SPEECH BY COMRADE ENVER HOXHA, FIRST
SECRETARY OF THE CC OF THE PARTY OF
LABOR OF ALBANIA ..ON SOME ASPECTS OF
THE PROBLEM OF THE ALBANIAN WOMAN»:

Comrades,
In winding up the first item in our agenda I
wish to express a few ideas on this problem.
The Party has continually attached major im¬
portance to the problem of women, this exceptio¬
nally great social problem with which the destiny
of our people, socialism and communism and the
future of our country are linked. The problems of
women do not stand all by themselves isolated
from and unrelated to the other problems of so¬
ciety, they are not problems that can be solved
easily or, what is worse', that can be ignored. The
problem of women is not merely a problem of
sentiments that can therefore be treated in a sen¬
timental and romantic way. It is a great problem
of life, of the materialist dialectic development of
the history of mankind.
It is for this reason that Marx, Engels, Lenin
and Stalin and all their disciples have attached
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primary importance to the problem of women, to
their liberation, emancipation and formation
of
their personality in a free society without oppres¬
sors, without exploiters.
Far from ever neglecting or under-rating the
problem of the Albanian woman, during all the
days of its struggle and at every aspect of this
struggle, the Party exercised its discretion
in
stressing, and not in a sentimental way, the deci¬
sive role of women both in the struggle for libera¬
tion and in that of building socialism. Our Party
did this with full Marxist mature thought and
being well aware of the obstacles that lay in the
way (by advancing, at the same time, the unshaken
principle that in the struggle to liberate the people
from every kind of bondage, the emancipation of
the Albanian woman was urgent and a condition
of first hand importance) it scored the-major suc¬
cesses which we are multiplying and deepening
every passing day. That is why this special session
of the plenum of the Central Committee devoted
to the problems of the Albanian woman in our so¬
cialist regime assumes major significance.
Scrutinizing study of the social phenomena in
their process of growth, the relations of people in
production, the growth and application of the new
ideas our Party inspires, the state of classes in our
society at different stages and the changes they
undergo during this continuous process,., are of
extraordinary importance to our Party since they
confirm the accuracy of principles, enrich the
theory of socialism with practice, afford a great
opportunity to the Party to sum up and carry this
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summing up to the masses creating new opportuni¬
ties, new situations, new values which will ensure
uninterrupted development and progress.
Socialism is the work of the Party and of the
masses, therefore, its directives cannot be made
known and carried out without being acquainted
with and preparing the ground where they are
to take root and be transformed to objective reality.
Correct application of the directives of the Party
depends, first and foremost, on how correctly and
thoroughly they are understood by the masses.
Therefore, the masses should be able or be enabled
to understand them thoroughly. This depends on
the level of the political, ideological and organiza¬
tional work of the Party and, in order that this
work be done well, it is absolutely necessary to do
what I said before: to study social problems and
know the terrain well.
I think this is the concern of all and not of
only a certain number of specialists in philosophy,
in social problems or in political economy, but not
even of only the writers, playwrights or artists.
This is, first and foremost, a Party problem, a
problem of a line of action, a problem without
which the work of the Party can make no headway
and, as a consequence, no writers, scholars and
artists can be inspired aright, delve deep.into stu¬
dies, or turn out works of socialist realism and of
Marxist-Leninist science.
Thus, therefore, should we tackle the social
problems of the countryside and urban centers,
thus, therefore, should we tackle the specific pro¬
blems of youth and in the same way should we deal
S

with the major social problem of our women and
family which we are taking up today at this plenum
of the Central Committee.
’
Our proletarian revolution, guided by our.
Marxist-Leninist Party, would overthrow
as
it
overthrew the old feudal and bourgeois system and
would frustrate as it frustrated the attempts at
fascistizing our country during the Italian fascist
and German nazi occupation as well as the orga¬
nisms of their rule and their superstructure. Our
proletarian revolution would establish as it estab¬
lished, developed and enriched, under the guidance
of our Marxist-Leninist Party, the socialist system,
the dictatorship of the proletariat and its new pro¬
letarian organisms and built a genuine socialist su¬
perstructure based, inspired, guided and enriched
by Marxist-Leninist theory and socialist practice.
It was within the framework of this great re¬
volutionary upheaval, when the old world crumbled
down and the new beautiful socialist world was
set up on its mins, that the emancipation was ef¬
fected of the Albanian women, making up one half
of the population of our country and of incalculable
importance to the destiny of our country and of
socialism.
Proletarian revolution accompanied by econo¬
mic and social revolution, by the break-up of the
economic and political rule of the feudal bourgeoisie,
created the tme groundwork and necessary condi¬
tions for the liberation of the people from exploi¬
tation of man by man and, particularly, for the
emancipation of Albanian women.
Our socialist society is in the process of deve6

lopment, great qualitative transformations are ta¬
king place among us through our people’s revolu¬
tion. These qualitative transformations lie in the
materialist transformation of our society and have
created and are creating new social ideas and
theories which come to grips with the old and
replace them. The new ideas are a great force which
represent the changes of the material life of the
country and lead it forward to progress.
It is essential to explain and have these new
ideas understood for our society cannot do without
them. Our country stands in need of these ideas
for they mobilize and organize the masses against
old, idealistic, mystic and bourgeois ideas and pre¬
judices which old society has left to us as our
worst heritage.
The Party is opening up the way to the pro¬
gressive forces of society, women being one of
them. The Marxist-Leninist ideas of our Party
reflect the objective need to further develop the
material and moral life of our society. It is, there¬
fore, essential to unfetter the Albanian woman from
all shackles of the past, from every reactionary idea,
opinion or prejudice which have their roots in the
mentality of the feudal and bourgeois
society.
Emancipation of the Albanian woman should be
guided by the Marxist-Leninist theory of the eco¬
nomic development of society, by the laws of pro¬
ductive development. Looked at through this prism
one can see how urgent it is that women should
take part in production and how speedily and cor¬
rectly the Party should build its new relations
in production. Economic development of socialism is
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in battle with the moral and material backwardness
of women. The law of materialist dialectics is in
force here as in every thing else.
The tasks, therefore, which the Party outlines
concerning the problem of women coincide in full
with the material conditions of the country set up
by the Party.
The establishment of the people’s common so¬
cialist property in industry and in agriculture in
place of that the feudal-bourgeoisie and the ap¬
propriate revolutionary laws that govern, enrich
and consolidate it in the interest of all the laboring
masses brought about a gradual progressive change
in the minds of men regarding the concept of pro¬
perty from that of private to that of common pro¬
perty.
Thus, through intensive ideological and poli¬
tical work of enlightenment, always in an organi¬
zed way, on the part of the Party based on these ma¬
terial changes, the old bourgeois idealist concepts
on these fundamental problems of our economic
and social life began to change. It is clear, of course,
that this change has not been completed, that it
is underway and will always be in the dialectic
process. The old which is in the process of dying
will always be in battle and at loggerheads with
the novel which is being bom, reborn and conso¬
lidated. We have still a great deal to do and a hard
battle to fight against reactionary idealist concepts
which lurk in the minds, subconscience and feelings
of men which are manifested in life and act at
times with virulence, at other times less so, but
which always lie in the way of progress. Marx has
8

it somewhere in his writings that all the prejudices
of all the dead weigh heavily on those who^ live.
Such is the force of the past.
Herein lies the importance the Party is at¬
taching to the problem of further revolutionizing
itself and the people -as a whole, for it is in this way
that we shall have a deeper insight into the trans¬
formations of the material and spiritual life we
are bringing about, we shall
understand
more
correctly and more thoroughly the laws that go¬
vern these economic and social transformations in
socialism, we will be able to understand and master
them better and more efficiently in order to build
socialism more quickly and on steel-like founda¬
tions and to pass over to communism.
Excuse me for deviating a . little from the to¬
pic we are treating but I am doing this exactly to
come tO' the point under discussion. The capitalist
system of the sacredness of private property, of
exploitation of man by man, of the economic and
spiritual enslavement of man has weighed heavily
on all but it has weighed in a more barbarous way
on women. Women have been the first slaves even
before the slaves in the history of mankind. During
the whole of this historic period, not to speak of
prehistoric times, whether in the period of the
Hellenic civilization or of the Roman epoch, whether
in the Middle Ages or the epoch of the Renaissance,
whether in modern times or the contemporary
bourgeois so-called ^<refined civilization>> women
have been and are the most downtrodden, exploi¬
ted and spurned human beings in all respects. Laws,
customs, religion, the masculine sex have kept
them oppressed, have kept them underfoot.
9

■(■(The first conflict of classes in history,» says
Engels, — ■(■(Occurs at the same time as the antago¬
nism between husband and wife in monogamy and
the first class oppression occurs at the same time
as the enslavement of the feminine sex by the mas¬
culine sex.)-)^<I found woman more bitter than death>^ says
the Ecclesiastes, while St. John Chrysostom holds
another opinion about women. He says: <-(Among
wild beasts you can hardly find one that is more
harmful than woman»-.
St. Thomas D’Aquinas, theologian philosopher
who has been one of the most prominent philoso¬
phers of mediaeval obscurantism, held the opinion
and prophecized that -(-(the destiny of woman is to
live under orders of men», and, finally, in winding
up these barbarous quotations -cdVIother Nature has
made women to be our slaves»- — Napoleon has
said.
Such were the views of the Church and of the
bourgeoisie on women. Among the bourgeoisie they
continue to be such to this day. In Europe and
throughout the world there are innumerable phi¬
losophers and men of letters that have made a
myth of the superiority of men over women. For
them man is strong, courageous and a fighter, there¬
fore, he is wiser and predestinated to dominate,
to direct, whereas woman, on her part, is by na¬
ture weak, defenseless, timid, therefore she must be
ruled and directed. Bourgeois theoreticians like Nietsche and Freud, uphold also the theory that the
male is active while the female is passive. This
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reactionary, anti-biologic theory leads, in politics,
to nazism, in sexology, to sadism.
Our mothers, grandmothers and great grand¬
mothers have languished under this harsh bondage,
they have borne these corporeal
and
spiritual
pangs on their own sore shoulders. Now when the
revolution has triumphed, when socialism is being
successfully built in our country, the Party sets
forth for us the complete and final liberation of
woman from the fetters of the bitter past as a ma¬
jor, as one of the greatest tasks, it sets forth for us
the complete emancipation of women.
Marxism teaches us that participation in pro¬
duction and dehverance from capitalist exploitation
are two phases of the emancipation of women.
Through war and revolution our Party, which pur¬
sues and carries out faithfully the principles of
Marxism-Leninism, liberated the people and, parti¬
cularly, the women from capitalist exploitation and
led them to production.
We can, therefore, say that by completing these
two phases, by getting rid of capitalist exploitation
and by intensifying participation in production, we
have attained major successes in emancipating the
women which emancipation should be kept and
carried further ahead. In addition to their partici¬
pation in the very fruitful work of production, the
women, this colossal progressive force, are parti¬
cipating in the great educational and cultural re¬
volution, they are breaking through all barricades,
surmounting every obstacle and prejudice, showing
in all domains their creative, physical and mental
force, their spiritual and moral integrity; they are
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and will be taking more and more part in running
the affairs of the country, in managing industry,
agriculture, education and culture, Lenin’s directive
that <-<every house wife should be taught to run
the states is being successfully carried out every
day by our Party.
Therefore, the Party should thoroughly under¬
stand the problem of the mass participation
of
women in production, in running the economy and
affairs of state, in acquiring learning and culture
not only as a progressive economic factor of im¬
portance but because of it being so, it is, at the same
time, of major ideological, political and cultural
importance and that nothing can be done right and
properly without the enlightenment of women and
their active and conscientious participation.
It should be brought home to every one that
the emancipation of women, the support and assis¬
tance we should give them to occupy the place they
deserve in socialist society should not be conside¬
red as a boon but as an imperative obligation, they
should not be considered as a gesture of pity of
the so-called «strongv> sex towards the so-called
<-<weak» sex, or as some kind of concession, as some
sort of leeway to women from men who are alle¬
gedly endowed with superior intellectual power and
physical strength and predisposed to lead and com¬
mand. People, therefore, should carry
out this
teaching of the Party not only because the Party
said so, but should delve deep into the ideological,
political and economic reasons that prompted the
Party to insist on this major problem.
I re-emphasize these things because many Par-
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ty comrades understand them only superficially,
certain others do not understand them at all or
take them amiss. Let us take the problem of ad¬
mittance of women comrades to Party membership-.
Some progress has been made and is being made
in this direction but there still exists some lack
of understanding of its principled- importance. The
fact is that the overwhelming majority of Party
members are men. Why is this so, particularly
after liberation? I think that this is due to the im¬
perfect ideological understanding by some Party
members of the role of women in revolution, in
socialism, to the backward, feudal and bourgeois
views lurking in the minds of communists, to the
so-called superiority of the physical and mental
capacity of men over women, to the views I poin¬
ted out before which are, of course, attenuated but
which still exist that men are to run state affairs
and that they should, therefore, be in the lead in
the Party, We should fight and uproot these erro¬
neous views, we should understand their danger
and place admittance of women to Party member¬
ship on an absolutely equal level with that of men.
Admittance to Party membership for both sexes
should be guided by the same conditions and ru¬
les of the Statute of the Party but first of all by
the ideology of the Party which runs through every
word of its Statute and its activity. This is the
crux of the problem.
Women should actually feel they are members of
their own Party, that they direct through their own
Party, that they take active part in working out
the laws of their own Party and that they carry
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out and supervise them by their active revolutionary
participation in life, in production and in mana¬
gement.
The great problem of the complete emancipa¬
tion of women cannot be thought of and cannot be
reached without the active participation of
the
women themselves in it not only in practice, in car¬
rying through but also in directing this great work
v/hich makes up one of the decisive factors of
forming and tempering the new socialist man, one
of the most appropriate conditions for the coming
generations which will perpetuate socialism and
communism.
Let us take advantage of this very fruitful
discussion we are taking part in at this session of
the Central Committee on this so important a pro¬
blem in order to delve deeper into and make this
pi'oblem clearer from the philosophical and ideolo¬
gical point of view based on the immortal teachings
of our classics and on the objective reality of our
own society.
One of the major scientific deductions of Marx¬
ism-Leninism is that which says that ^^bondage of
women is connected with the appearance of private
property>v. This major theoretic deduction is found
in Engels’ famous book: ^<Origin of the Family,
Private Property and the State>->. In order to pro¬
perly understand these problems from the MarxistLeninist theoretical and philosophical point of
view, in order to properly understand the dialecticmaterialist development of our Albanian society in
the past and at present, in order to grasp and in¬
terpret aright the phenomena of life developing at
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full speed before our own eyes and to define the
line that should be pursued to build the new life
in a correct Marxist-Leninist way, every communist
should strive to study this book or its selected
parts which, if not in existence, should be prepa¬
red in an abridged form so that they may be un¬
derstood by all.
If we scrutinize
Father Shtiefen Gje^ov's
work, the Canon of Lek Dukagjini and, especially,
the chapters on property, on inheritance, on the
family, on women and marriage we will see' En¬
gels’ great and ingenious truth at work in our own
reality today. We will see how private ownership
holds woman under unbearable bondage, how she
is in reality turned into a simple commodity that
can be bought and sold. In it we actually read:
«(The husband is entitled to beat his wife, to
tie her up in chains when she defies his word andl
orders.... Whereas the father is entitled to beat,
tie in chains, imprison and kill his son or daugh¬
ter. ... The wife is obliged to kneel obeissance to
her husband.... A woman’s blood costs
1500
grosh. . . etc.v>
We are, of course, centuries apart from the
integral application of Lek Dukagjini’s Canon. We
are, likewise, far apart from the period Father
Shtjefen Gjegov compiled it. But this does not
mem that its spirit and the routine in carrying out
many of these customs that we meet with, espe¬
cially in the social life of our mountain regions,
do not exist to some extent, of course not so acu¬
tely as before.
The trouble with our Party in the North and
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with our theoretic and social students in general,
is that they have not turned their attention as they
should to the social reality and its development
in these regions nor have they taken the trouble
to study Father Shtjefen Gjegov’s work which is of
historical and social significance. A study of this
work should help our scholars to make a good
diagnosis of the present situation in social and pri¬
vate relations in the North in order to detect the
upheavals, evolutions and to reinforce our ideolo¬
gical, organization work of propaganda.
Colossal changes have been made in the social
life of our country, in the social and private re¬
lations of the people as well as in their philosophical
world outlook and, not only by comparing them
with Gjegov’s Canon, not only by comparing them
with Zog’s feudal-bourgeois regime but it makes it
incumbent upon us to re-examine our civil code
drawn up during our regime' and of which, seen
in the light of the great revolutionary transforma¬
tions our Party is bringing about, many chapters
and articles may have become obsolete.
Let us take, precisely, the question of private
property, the source of so many evils. The Party
IS in the process of upsetting it, uprooting it ma¬
terially and theoretically; it is no longer the ma¬
terial basis of our socialist regime which is based
on collective ownership of the means of production.
In line with our materialist philosophy we are now
in the process of overturning, together with private
property, also its superstructure and philosophy
and replacing them with our own superstructure,
with our own materialist philosophy. Herein lies
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especially the mainspring of our success in the pro¬
blem which interests us today at this Plenum, m
the problem of the complete emancipation of wo¬
men.
But we should not consider the question of the
elimination of private property as totally achieved
physically and much less ideologically. Marx says;
-«Private property has made us so foolish and
so narrowminded that a thing is not ours if we do
not possess it, i.e. if it does not exist for us as
capital, if we do not possess it in an immediate
way, if we do not eat, drink and do not wear it, if
we do not live in it, etc., in short, if we do not
consume it!>>
And Marx continues:
^-cTherefore, the place of all physical and moral
sentiments was substituted through a simple dete¬
rioration of all these sentiments, with the sense of
ownershipvy.
It is precisely this terrain which is occupied by
the sense and sentiments of private, personal own¬
ership which Marx refers to, that we have not
yet tidied up, a piece of work which demands big,
long ideological and political efforts on our part
in order to achieve the material reforms in the
physical transformations of ownership and of many
other matters.
Guided by our Party, our proletarian revolu¬
tion has created all the material and moral con¬
ditions to clean up survivals of idealist ideology
from the conscience of people through a constant
2 — 478
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dialectic revolutionary conflict of opposites. We are
duty bound to always carry the revolution ahead,
to inculcate the new world outlook into the heads
and hearts of people who should live and think
like revolutionaries, who should explain the phe¬
nomena of life, develop and settle relations among
themselves, between them and society, no longer
according to the idealistic, religious, bourgeois, but
the materialist, atheist and socialist world outlook.
In this field, in addition to the material develop¬
ment of our socialist society, the Party will, for a
long time, wage a major struggle to achieve the
moral development of our society in the MarxistLeninist way.
Our Party has not left nor will ever leave
the Marxist-Leninist education of our people to
spontaneity. But this requires a strengthening and
intensification of the organization of education of
the Party and of the masses.
Everything we construct, transform, create, is
done according to Marxist-Leninist laws, nothing
is done contrary to the objective laws of nature and
of proletarian ethics. But everything is to be
explained and understood for it has the old side
which crumbles down, which dies and the newer
side which is born and waxes strong. And the old
dies with much ado and because of this the new,
too, is born through struggle and battle. In order
that the new may grow up quickly and of sound
health we, of course, should have a good grasp of
the laws of development and laws, so to say, of
hindrance for only then can education be considered
complete.
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Pn the case of the problems of women, which
the Report of the Political Bureau submitted by
Comrade Ramiz Alia and the good discussions of
the comrades pointed out very well, we should take
also special material steps of an organizational na¬
ture in the lines pointed out by the Report which,
apart from seeming special, are part and parcel of
the development and consolidation of the general
socialist economy since they set up further condi¬
tions for a broader participation of women in pro¬
duction, make their burden of household chores
lighter and are by far not less effective in all fields.
On the contrary, they help to fight petty bourgeois
ideological survivals which still keep women in a
kind of bondage or status of inferiority to man.
If we study carefully the development of our
society, and not of our society alone, we will find
that this idea is deeply rooted for the women
themselves consider their inferiority to men as
something right, as something entirely natural.
This custom is the result of the social conditions
under which our mothers and sisters have lived
their physical and mental lives. This custom we
should strive to do away with since we are chan¬
ging also our social conditions. These social chan¬
ges our proletarian revolution is bringing about are
intended to do away with the antagonisms between
the two sexes, that is, to the submission of women
to men, as well.
The antagonism of sexes, Engels teaches us,
may be considered as the first manifestation of the
class struggle in the history of mankind.
Proletarian revolution does away with this
19

antagonism between sexes, just as it does away
with capitalism, the bourgeoisie and its ideology,
just as it does away with exploitation of man by
man and leads mankind to a classless society. It
does this by liberating the woman from everything
that hinders her freedom and her parity with man.
Marriage, this very important event in the life
of man, is connected with many backward rituals
which, even if not existent today in so acute a
form as formerly, still contain so very awkward
traditions which are still preserved.
Engels says that marriage based on love is
moral and it is only where love exists that marriage
exists too.
In our socialist society we should be guided
by this principle in this' major event in the life
of man.
It must be acknowledged that there exist er¬
roneous and backward ideas about love among us.
Love is considered as something shameful, imper¬
missible and immoral. Very often, if not entirely
so, love is stigmatized as something immoral which
leads women to prostitution and men to degeneracy.
These are erroneous concepts. If there is something
which has nothing to do with prostitution that
thing is genuine love. There is no love in prosti¬
tution.
Fortunately enough our country has not been
afflicted with the terrible pest
of
prostitution
which we should fight to the minutest manifestation
of its trend, a trend which might come about as
a result of the wrong anti-Marxist-Leninist ap¬
proach to the question of love and marriage, of our
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failure to fight, in practice and theory, the bour¬
geois and idealist views on this matter.
Our country has been plagued with marriages
by violence, with the enslaving, polygamous and
torturing canons of the ^<Sharia»; it has been pla¬
gued with the laws of Catholicism, of the Vatican
which did not only enslave and degrade women
but also tortured them savagely and spiritually.
The segregation of the State from the Church, the
enactment and application of the Civil Code, the
National-liberation War and socialist construction
have set down as a law for our country not to
recognize any other marriage than that concluded
with the consent freely expressed by both the bride
and the groom-to-be before the state registrar doing
away for good with the social practices of the past.
But in spite of this reality, although many preju¬
dices have been removed in practice, we would be
erring if we thought that we have set everything
aright in these problems and that we need not
worry any longer or leave it to time to correct de¬
ficiencies. We should strive to make efficient use
of time in creating socialist customs and the neces¬
sary public opinion for the present and future ge¬
nerations.
Despite socialist construction, despite the great
economic, political, ideological, cultural and other
advancements made in our country there will still
exist among the people and communists not only
erroneous patriarchal opinions but the barbarous
pratice of betrothals in the cradle and sale of girls
in marriage is still in force. It was just these that
awakened us to the fact that we should no longer
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neglect such important and, at the same time, harm¬
ful questions.
Marriage is an act, a social fact, and should not
be considered as a philosophic conception.
But
this social fact has its own philosophy both in our
society as well as in that of the bourgeoisie.
For the bourgeoisie marriage has become a
market where a man and a woman are mutually
sold. These marriages are based not on pure sen¬
timents but on the infernal sentiments of owner¬
ship and private interest, on sentiments of riches,
inheritance, adultery of man and woman. In capi¬
talist bourgeois regimes appearances of freedom
are a fraud, modernizing airs intend to show what
actually does not exist at all, namely, the freedom
of the individual, the liberation of woman from
capitalist enslavement and
pure sentiments.
In
countries where capital rules, these social pheno¬
mena are to be found only within the ranks of the
proletariat.
While among us, where the emancipation of
woman is guaranteed, oonditions have been achieved
to contract marriages based on love. We are cross¬
ing over, as Engels has put it, -«from the realm
of necessity to the realm of freedom.^
Pure sentiments should be further worked out
and tempered by our Marxist-Leninist ideology.
We have a lot to do in this direction. What does
Engels tell us? Referring to the repercussions of
the communist regime on the famly, he says that
the communist regime
<-twill transform the relations between sexes
on entirely personal relations. .. This
will
be
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achieved when private property is abolished, when
social education is provided
for children,
des¬
troying, in this way, the two main props of the
present (bourgeois) marriages, that is, the submis¬
sion of the wife to the husband and that of children
to their parents .»
This is a major working program for us. We
have to give a lot of thought to these teachings of
Marxism-Leninism.
Is it not one of the most important tasks for
us to keep reviewing with a Marxist-Leninist eye
the nature of parent-child relations, to place these
relations on the right road and to cleanse them
of every thing that is outworn, idealistic and pettybourgeois? Of course it is.
Very often in these so broad and delicate mat¬
ters, the pure mutual sentiments of parents’ just
advice to the children and vice versa, of the latter
to their parents, are confounded with the bour¬
geois and petty-bourgeois concepts of ownership
and of idealist views connected with it.
I am not referring here to the pure sentiments
of love of parents towards their children, to the
care they take to bring them up and educate' them,
nor to the deep love, respect and gratitude chil¬
dren should cherish towards their parents through
all their living days. Far from abolishing them,
Marxism-Leninism tempers, consohdates and deve¬
lops them into a grand diapazon not confined to
the family alone but extending throu^out society.
I refer here to those manifestations and trends in
our social relations which are created and develop
seemingly as a -<mormal process^, but which, under
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the pressure of custom and faulty opinions turn
gradually into barbarous under-age marriages, sell¬
ing off girls in wedlock, beating and maltreating
women and children. All this reflects the laws and
philosophic views of bourgeois society in practice
and in theory, in production and ideology.
Let us take the manifestation of a custom, of.
a sentiment which
has prevailed
and prevails
still among husbands. We do not think much of it
now but tens of years ago many husbands and
there are even now husbands who divorce their
wives because of this. I refer to the birth of a boy
or girl to the family. This is a biological law of
nature which neither the will of parents nor
science itself can change. However, in this matter
there exist striking preferences and, at times, very
dangerous and of grave consequences. These pre¬
ferences are for boys. There is great jubilation when
a son is born to the family. It was not so when a
daughter was bom and it often became a cause for
lamentation. A distinction is thus drawn between
the sexes, an antagonism is formed right at the
time of birth and this antagonism is nourished by
the parents themselves.
There is something in this which works against
the natural feelings of parents towards their off¬
spring of whichever sex they may be. But what
can this something be which is so deeply rooted
in the subconscience of people as to make them
have such flagrant preferances towards their own
offspring? This something is none other but the
sense of property which has forged also the nature
of parent-child relations and the bourgeois and
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petty-bourgeois prerogatives of parents on their
children.
The bourgeois world outlook, based on private
property, carries with it also the idea of maintaining
the rule of parents over their children, of depriving
the latter of their rights and freedom. Thus, there
is no freedom beyond the limits of private pro¬
perty interests and of inheritance. Man is the guar¬
dian of these interests and, consequently, the son
not the daughter. This gives rise to the idea that
the son is -(^he prop of the house»- while the
daughter is -«some body else’s>>, therefore, she can
also be sold off, liable to betrothal at any age, so
long as this ^dncome» contributes to strengthening
the private property of parents economically or
raising its authortiy in society.
Economic interest gives birth to the <^superiority» of the male over the female, to the' patriarchal
authority over children, to love-lorn but intricate
marriages authorized by parents and impermissible
without their consent. This leads towards placing
sentiments into the service of private property
instead of them abolishing private property, a course
which the Party follows with determination.
Establishing, therefore, correct relations in a
Marxist-Leninist way between parents and children
gives a full and great meaning to the unity of the
family based on noble feelings and full liberty.
The husband can no longer claim; «My wife must
kneel obeisance to me for I have bought her«> or
«a. woman must work harder than a donkey for the
latter feeds on grass while a woman lives on
breads.
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Our Party should engage in intensive ideolo¬
gical work to temper the Albanian family which is
only possible of achievement when correct, equal
relations blended with higher sentiments are esta¬
blished, exempt from any submission and survivals
of private property and its ideas, for we must
acknowledge that alien concepts exist in our heads.
Among some intellectuals there exists the idea
of not marrying with enlightened women even if
their origin or status is that of a worker, an idea
prompted by petty-bourgeois views to hold them
under their command, to be superior towards them,
to keep them within the four walls of the house
for household chores. There is no gainsaying the
fact that such alien views for our society should
be combatted.
At times there is no harmony in the family.
I will not analyze all the causes but, if I am not
mistaken, the real reasons lie only in the interest of
ownership. Their source lies there, regardless of
whatever garb they have on. The people express
this in these terms, ^poverty begets discord>■>. From
the viewpoint of our philosophy this means that
the poor do not quarrel among one another but
raise their voice against those who possess economic
power and political power, so to speak.
In the family there exist disagreements and,
at times, open conflicts between the young bride and
her husband’s parents. We might say that both are
to blame. Possibly so, but we should not forget
that there exists (especially among the generation
of our parents and even among ourselves however
less acute than among the former) the tendency of
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parents that their son and bride should obey them
in everything. They have not cleansed their world
outlook and this is understandable. Having been
brought up in a patriarchal bourgeois society they
find it hard to fully understand that the bride is
not bound to obey them for everything. They view
everything the bride, an alien come to their family,
does with skepticism lest she weans their son, <4he
prop of the houses, away from the authority of
his parents and thereby affect their personal econo¬
mic interests. This happens somewhat oftener when
our elderly parents have no other economic sup¬
port than the income of their son. They often
quarrel also with their son when they see that he
loves his wife. This gives rise to jealousy, bick¬
erings and, at times, to lack of good feelings between
the bride and her husband’s parents.
The bride, on her part, entertains just aspira¬
tions to free herself, to win her position in the
family, not only towards her husband’s parents but
towards her husband himself as well. The motherin-law is well aware of her young bride’s inclina¬
tions for, at her time, she had the same instinctive
inclinations but, since she failed in her legitimate
attempts at her time, she does not consider it right
that her bride should win.
Herein lies the contradiction which is up to us,
old and young, to do away with, but I think that
the heaviest burden and the greatest responsibility
lies primarily on us the younger ones. The Party
has imbued us with the ideology of the class which
should render us better Acquainted with and more
patient towards our parents, towards whom some
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people and even communists at that, posing as
people of -c^modem principles^, err at times and
leave their parents at the crossroads even if they
bear part of the blame. This is not right, this is
neither Marxist nor humane. We should understand
our parents, we should understand the time when
they have lived and help them keep pace with our
new times. The Party builds up brilliant times.
The coming generations of our country will
be fully freed from many prejudices and survivals
of old precepts under which our own generations
have languished. Our daughters, the worthy mo¬
thers and citizens of the future will no longer feel
under constraint as our mothers, they will no long¬
er suffer from ignorance and will no longer depyend
economically on their husbands, sons or daughters
as our mothers do. Their complete economical in¬
dependence, education, socialist culture, the meri¬
ted place the Albanian woman will occupy in pro¬
duction, in the state and in society will contribute
to a large extent to the perfection of this new world
the Party is forging in which the material and spiri¬
tual life will flourish as never before, in which the
exalted sentiments of man for man, of husband and
wife towards each other, of parents towards their
children and vice-versa will find full, natural ex¬
pression totally freed from backward, idealistic,
religious, patriarchal and bourgeois survivals which
still foster harmful and restrictive opinions among
us.
We are well aware that all this great work
that lies ahead for the Party to do will come up
against all kinds of difficulties and will not be ac28

complished within a short period of time. This is
the work of whole generations but of great import¬
ance is the course, the method of the Party to
guide the coming generations along this road. Each
generation will accomplish its own task of develop¬
ment and perfection. To our own generation the
Party assigned the task of laying the sound founda¬
tions and taking the brilliant road to socialism. The
Party is wisely leading us with pluck and courage
along this clear road. In a huge harmonious com¬
plexity and through great efforts characterized by
a deep revolutionary spirit all the masses of people
are engaged in transforming the country, in trans¬
forming themselves, in stregthening socialist eco¬
nomy, in developing culture and education, in fur¬
ther revolutionizing the new man of our country
who, in battle with old views, is being imbued with
new ideals worthy of socialism. Along this brilliant
complex course, which constitutes our proletarian
revolution marching full speed ahead, we are fully
convinced that the sooner, the better and the more
fully cognizant of their role, of their rights and of
their obligations the Albanian women will become
in the society of our country, the greater will be
the achievements of our revolution, the shorter
will be the time limit within which that happy
period will be reached which the generations
coming after our own will further build and embel¬
lish.
Our Party has considered and considers the
great battle for the emancipation of women as part
and parcel of revolution and socialist construction,
as a ^^conditio sine qua non» to development and
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progress in genuine freedom and democracy. Our
Party never loses sight of the teachings of Marx
who says:
<-<The development of a given historical period
can always be determined by the degree of the
progress of women towards freedom for the triumph
of human nature is manifested more clearly in the
relations between husband and v/ife^.
Thus, so long as there is no true freedom for
women in the society of a country, there cannot
be genuine freedom in that country.
In this major problem our Party has not been
content with enacting laws on the equality of man
and woman alone and then have these laws remain
a dead letter but it has applied, applies and is en¬
forcing them deeper and deeper into practice since
Lenin advises us: -«this equality of man and woman
by law is not yet an equality in practice.>■)■ And in
the rapidly changing tableau of our socialist life,
we see the truth of Lenin’s ingenious thesis for, in
spite of laws we have enacted on this matter we
come up against many difficulties and obstacles
and feel we need to take many further measures
to finally reach our goal.
Our Party and people as a whole should in no
way under-rate the major role of women in life
and in revolution. Therefore, open up all the por¬
tals of work, of learning, production, management
to the women and girls protecting them from sources
of retrogression, helping them to create their own
personality on sound foundations, tO' acquire selfreliance and courage in everything which are the
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monopoly of neither sex but are set up, earned
and tempered in life, by work and study.
^■(Education, culture, civilization, freedom,>> Le¬
nin says, -(-tall these loud sounding words in all the
bourgeois capitalist republics of the world are as¬
sociated with frightfully base, shocking, dirty, sa¬
vagely brutal laws of the inequality of women,
like those on the rights of marriage and divorce,
on the party of children.... on man’s privileges, on
debasing and insulting women.»
Therefore, the emancipation of women in our
country pursues neither the methods nor the aims
which the bourgeois capitalist countries pursue. We
should work for the emancipation of women at
such a speed as to make up for time lost. The eman¬
cipation of Albanian women has nothing in com¬
mon with that which goes by the name of ^<emancipation of the coquettes of the bourgeoisie^. We rea- *
lize the emancipation of our women along the lines
of proletarian revolution, through Marxist-Leninist
spirit and the marvellous qualities of the women
of Albania in history.
Despite social oppression and state of ignorance
in which they were kept (within the general igno¬
rance which foreign occupationists and the local
feudal-bourgeoisie have kept our people) the role of
Albanian women has not been slight and insignifi¬
cant in consolidating the Albanian family, in con¬
solidating ouii nation, in safeguarding the traditions
and virtues of the Albanian people.
<Jn the history of mankind,» Stalin has said,
«no important liberation movement has been ef¬
fected without the direct participation of women.»
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Despite oppressive conditions,
the Albanian
women, particularly those of the countryside, have
been an important factor of economic and social
development. Consequently, a progressive factor
of outstanding freedom-loving and patriotic senti¬
ments bound to the work and land which made them
skilful and wide-awake heroines indeed.
x^Our present revolution^). Lenin has said, <.(rests
in the countryside and it is here that its importance
and strength lie. The experience of all liberation
movements has gone to show that the success of
revolution depends on the degree of the participa¬
tion of women in it.»
When speaking of the liberation battles of the
Albanian people in history one cannot separate
from them for one moment the great struggle and
resistance of the Albanian women side by side their
husbands, brothers and sons, both in the field of
battle as well as through passive resistance against
the enemies of our people and of our land. We
understand too well that under social conditions be¬
fore liberation, the contribution of women was not
made public, but this major contribution was sub¬
stantial, incontestable, powerful, moral and ma¬
terial. During our National-liberation war this
contribution and the participation of the Albanian
Women side by side their husbands, sons and
daughters was massive, powerful, tangible in the
countryside and in cities. Their strength, valor,
wisdom and patriotism after liberation burst forth
with a great force which kept growing like a huge
river that never ceases flowing.
What colossal changes have come about in the

ife of an Albanian woman, what great progress
las been made in all the domains of activity of our
lew life which, with all due efforts, the Report
;ubmitted today to the plenum of the Central
I^ommittee was unable to do justice to! Only actual
ife with all its grandeur can give a real idea of
vhat great vital force the Party set free through
he emancipation of women, what progressive creaive force lay hidden in this great part of our poDulation, what marvels it is doing and will be
ioing hereafter and with what incalculable moral
md material values it will enrich our socialist life!
The emancipation of women led by the Party
in our country is far from being a -(-(feminist movenent» as in capitalist countries, but is the ad/•ancement of women to a higher level, it is the
ise of women to the level of equal rights with men,
t is a shoulder to shoulder march of men and wonen in a harmony of purest and highest sentiments,
lims and ideals of humanity, it is a march towards
:ommunism.
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REPORT -ON FURTHER INTENSIFICATION OF
THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE COMPLETE EMANCI¬
PATION OF WOMEN AND FOR THE ENHANCE¬
MENT OF THEIR ROLE IN SOCIALIST SOCIETY>.
READ BY COMRADE RAMIZ ALIA, MEMBER OF
THE POLITICAL BUREAU AND SECRETARY OF
THE CC OF THE PARTY OF LABOR OF
ALBANIA:
The historic decisions of the 5th Party Con¬
gress and the speech Comrade Enver Hoxha deli¬
vered on February 6, this year in Tirana furthered
the revolutionary spirit which has characterized and
characterizes our Party and people. Under the lea¬
dership of the Party and the inspiring influence of
these, its important documents, our country has been
gripped by self-denying work and major revolu¬
tionary enthusiasm to build socialism. In this at¬
mosphere new initiatives and profound revolutionary
movements have sprung up and have been quickly
embraced by urban and rural people of all walks of
life in the field of developing production and, in
particular, in the ideological field, which are trans¬
forming the conscience of people, their Weltan¬
schauung and concepts about many problems and
manifestations of our social life.
Among revolutionary movements and initiatives
taken so far that of achieving the complete eman34

cipation of women is of foremost importance. It has
now gripped all the people, men and women, old
and young and has spread to all regions of the
counti’y. The mass popular movements
of
the
emancipation of women, the numerous initiatives
taken against mediaeval survivals and customs that
degraded women, that curbed their personality and
made their lives unbearable, should be viewed as
a new outburst of revolutionary zeal of colossal
importance.
The movement for the emancipation of women
in our country, as part and parcel of socialist re¬
volution as a whole, has now made major progress
and marks a new qualitative leap forward. This
leap is manifested not only in the unprecedented
proportions and variety of forms it has taken but,
more particularly, in the revolutionary ideologic
substance of the present movement for the eman¬
cipation of women. Its essence lies in the fact that
the conservative, patriarchal, feudal and bourgeois
concepts are being ultimately broken and revolu¬
tionary concepts about women and their role in
society are gaining ground and that the old ideo¬
logy of the exploiting classes in this field are being
smashed and socialist ideology is winning.
Now, the struggle for the emancipation of wo¬
men is being waged and every day more lively not
only by activists and most progressive sector of the
population and of youth, in particular, but also by
such social forces which, in spite of their incon¬
testable political loyalty to the Party and people’s
rule, towards the problem of women have so far
maintained an attitude of indifference, passivity
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and even of conservatism. This is borne out by the
mass participation of men and women, esp>ecially,
of those advanced in age at the numerous meetings
and conventions that have taken place everywhere
in the country, at the mountainous regions of Kukes
and Shkodra, of Tirana and Mati, of Tropoja and
Berati, of Peshkopia and Korga, of Mallakastra and
Lezha at which the past was fearlessly criticized
and condemned, at which they pledged their word
and entered into an engagement to do away with
the survivals of customs and canons, of religious
beliefs and every bizarre conduct that oppressed
women and lowered their dignity, at which they
assure that they would see to it that the sacred law
of the Party
protect the rights of women and
girls»- is enforced to the letter.
Participating in the present movement for the
emancipation of women are most of the women
themselves and, especially the young women inclu¬
ding the women and girls of those mountainous and
other regions where women have had to bear most
of the weight of backward customs, canons and re¬
ligious prejudices. Women everywhere have risen
and, giving vent to resentments accumulated in
their hearts through centuries against every alien
thing that lowered their dignity and denied them
their rights, have embarked on a bitter struggle for
their complete emancipation and to render a fuller
contribution, side by side with their menfolk to
the prosperity and progress of our socialist home¬
land. Thousands of mountaineer young women and
grown-ups are engaged in volunteer work at the
mass actions of youth; many others from cities and
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lowlands like those of Myzeqeja, Shkodra, Korga
and Gjinokastra have expressed their wishes to go
to mountain regions for the purpose of conveying
to their mates the experience and revolutionary
drive which characterizes them in their productive
work, in their struggle for the emancipation of wo¬
men and so on.
The main objective of the movement for the
complete emancipation of women is to fight against
the survivals of bourgeois, feudal and patriarchal
ideology, to fight against old, outworn reactionary
concepts on women which constitute one of the
main obstacles to their complete emancipation and
their real pai]ity with their
partners. Of par¬
ticular significance is the fact that this struggle
and consequently, the movement for the complete
emancipation of women, has begun to be conducted
also in the family itself. A thorough knowledge of
the ideological aspect of the movement for the
complete emancipation of women and the growing
power of seeing into the problem of emancipation
of women on the part of communists and of all
workers, are the surest warranty that the tasks
outlined by the Party with regard to the problem
of women will be successfully carried out.
The qualitative leap which is now met with
in promoting the struggle for the emancipation of
women is not casual. It has been prepared by the
entire historical development of our country under
the leadership of our Party of Labor, by the per¬
sistent and systematic struggle and work done by
our Party for more than twenty-five years in suc¬
cession for the emancipation of women, it is the
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result of the correct Marxist-Leninist line which
our Party has pursued and keeps pursuing also
towards the problem of women.
Right at the start of its very existence, our
Party pointed out to the Albanian women, just as
it pointed out to all the people, that the only way
to their complete emancipation was for them to
participate in the struggle waged by the people to
put an end to all kinds of oppression and exploita¬
tion. And putting into practice this lesson of the
Party and under its guidance, the women of our
country took also active part in the liberation strug¬
gle, winning in this way their equal rights with
men by shedding their blood. The mass heroism of
women in the struggle for liberation, the names
of Zoja Qurre, Buie Naipi, Margarita Tutulani, Liri Gerro, Shej naze Juka, Qeriba Deri,
Floresha
Myteveliu, Bukurie Bazo, Pinelopi Pirro and many
other women comrades who laid down their lives
in the field of battle will be honored and will be
remembered to the end of time not only for the
great contribution they rendered to ensuring the
freedom of people and laying the foundation to O'Ur
People’s Rule but also as outstanding pioneers and
fighters for the emancipation of Albanian women.
After liberation, good results have been attained
in the struggle for the complete emancipation
of women thanks to the persevering efforts and
concern of our Party and Comrade Enver Hoxha.
In our socialist society women have not only been
freed, like all our working people, from every
class oppression and exploitation but they have
won equal political rights and democratic freedoms
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with men sanctioned by law by our People’s Power.
They have won the right to elect and to be elected
to all organs of government to as high a level as
the People’s Assembly, to take part in running
the affairs of the country, in filling all state and
social functions. Women take active part in all
fields of social production in both rural and urban
regions enjoying equal pay for equal work with
men. They have become a major force in the strug¬
gle to complete the construction of socialism. The
Party and People’s Government have conferred
the right to and created substantial opportunities
for women to acquire education and culture, to
raise their technological and professional capabili¬
ties which have made them capable of working and
playing a leading role in all the sectors of people’s
economy and culture. During the years of People’s
Power a great change has been wrought in the
Weltanschauung of Albanian women, their politi¬
cal awareness and ideological level have been
enhanced. They are now an important factor in
promoting the process of revolutionizing the whole
life of the country. All this has raised the perso¬
nality of women in our society and have made
their role decisive in building socialism.
The magnitude of victories achieved by the
Albanian women under conditions of People’s Rule
is more clearly seen if we keep in sight their de¬
plorable state under former antipopular regimes
which Comrade Enver Hoxha has pictured in these'
terms: <^All the people used to suffer under bondage
in the past but the Albanian women suffered
most. They had to bear the whole weight of feu39

dal and bourgeois laws which Tnade real slaves oj
them. The canons of the Sharia and of the Church
closely linked with the laws of the bourgeoisie con¬
sidered women as chattels, as things which could
be sold and bought by males, mercilessly exploited,
not daring to open their mouth and express their
opinions and whose only function was to bear chil¬
dren and toil day and night as slaves; just as the
bourgeoisie had turned workers into their proleta¬
rians so had the old ruthless customs of the Sharia,
of the Church, of feudalism and of bourgeoisie
turned the women into the proletarians of their
husbands.^
(From Comrade Enver Hoxha’s speech at
the 4th Congress of the Women’s Union
of Albania, 1955)
These profound changes that have come about
in the life of the women of our country could be
achieved within a p>eriod of little more than two
decades only in a socialist country like ours which
is guided by a Marxist-Leninist party like our.
The revolution which has been effected in the
status of women, the radical changes that have come
about in their life, are a clear manifestation of the
grandeur of the profound revolutionary changes
that have taken place in all fields in our country.
<^The development of a given historical epoch»
Marx says «can always be gauged by the degree
of progress of the women towards freedom... the
level of emancipation of women represents the
natural measure of total emancipation.^ (Marx,
Engels, Works, Russian edition, vol. II, page 224).
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In spite of all these achievements, our Party
is well aware that there is still a good deal to be
done with regard to the problem of women. First
of all, the whole of our society, including the wo¬
men themselves, should get nid of all backward
customs and mentality alien to our proletarian
ideology and ethics which still exist among us
and which lower the personality of women, smo¬
ther and prevent them from developing their capa¬
bilities and their active participation in building
the new life. With a view to aclheving the complete
emancipation of women so that they may fully
enjoy in life equal rights with men, that they may
occupy the place they deserve in our society and
may properly play their major role, it is necessary
to solve a series of other matters which deal with
raising their participation at work, their promo¬
tion to posts of responsibility, their greater activization in the political and social life of the coun¬
try, their educational and cultural uplift, their de¬
liverance from household drudgery and with
strengthening family ties on a sound socialist basis.
The struggle for the complete emancipation of
women, to carry it through to the end is one of
the fundamental and vital problems of furthering
our revolution and completing the construction of
socialist society. In the 1967 April 29 Statement
of the Central Committee of the Party of Labor
and the Council of Ministers of the People’s Re¬
public of Albania we read: <iNo freedom of the
people and of each individual, no progress of the
country and achievement of our aims can he
thought of without the complete emancipation of
women».
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The problem of the complete emancipation of
women is a broad and many-sided one requiring
a number of measures of a political, educational,
economic and administrative character to be taken
for its solution. In this* report we shall dwell main¬
ly on the ideologic aspect of the problem of wo¬
men because the solution of this problem involves
a bitter ideological struggle between oun MarxistLeninist revolutionary socialist ideology and world
outlook and alien, conservative and reactionary,
feudal-bourgeois and patriarchal
ideology
and
world outlook.
This struggle is one of the most complicated
lines of march of our ideological revolution. This
revolution has now burst forth with vehemence
and is being conducted as a frontal attack against
all forms of the ideology of the exploiting classes
— bourgeois and revisionist, petty-bourgeois and
conservative, feudal and patriarchal — against all
impurities ranging from bourgeois individualism
to the barbarous customs of enslavement and de¬
gradation of women. While being always on our
guard against bourgeois and revisionist ideology
which constitutes a danger not only to the present
but also to the future, our Party stresses also the
need for an intensive fight against the most out¬
worn reactionary forms of the ideology of the
exploiting classes which
are equally
dangerous
since they smother the revolutionary drive of work¬
ers and hamper them from taking active part in
our struggle. It is within this framework that the
fight is conducted for the all-round emancipation
of women against old traditions, norms and cus42

toms which lie in the way of this emancipation.
It is part of the struggle to create the new man
who is guided in life by communist ethics and
norms, one of the requirements of which are to
consider women as comrades and fellow fighters to
build socialist society, a requirement that runs
counter to the reactionary bourgeois ethics which
legalizes the oppression and degradation of women
just as it legalizes exploitation of the proletariat
by capitalists. All denigrating concepts towards
women which appear in various measures also
among communists and cadres are offsprings and
survivals of feudal religious and bourgeois ideo¬
logy, therefore, alien and dangerous to our Marxist-Leninist ideology and to the cause of the so¬
cialist construction of our country. The struggle
against them which lies at the root of the move¬
ments which have recently sprung up for
the
emancipation of women, is a major and long one
which the Party should lead at this stage of de¬
velopment of our society.
In pursuance of the decisions of our 5th Party
Congress and Comrade Enver Hoxha’s February
6 speech, this plenum of the Central Committee
of our Party should see to' it that the flames of
the revolutionary movements be kept ablaze, that
the torch which has been kindled be taken to the
most remote corners of the country so that it may
not only burn up everything that lies in the way
of the complete emancipation of women but also
to pave the way for the introduction of new norms,
customs and traditions based on our communist
ethics, so that the role and participation of women
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in the struggle to build socialism and communism
may be further raised.

RAISE PARTICIPATION AND ACTIVITY OF WOMEN IN
SOCIAL PRODUCTIVE WORK AND IN THE WHOLE PO¬
LITICAL

AND

SOCIAL

LIFE

OF

THE

COUNTRY.

Our Party has consistently clung and clings
to the Marxist-Leninist view that the broad parti¬
cipation of women in productive work and in the
whole political and social life of the country is
decisive for the complete emancipation of women
and the promotion
of revolution and socialist
construction of our Fatherland.

1. On participation of women in social production
Work, social production is the basis of human
existence and social development. In social work
women attain their economic independence and real
parity with man, it is at work that they assert
their personality and are trained as social activists,
that they acquire political awareness and revolu¬
tionary world outlook, that they get rid of back¬
ward prejudices and customs, that they are molded
and educated as fellow members of socialist so¬
ciety. «The factor work», comrade Enver Hoxha
says,
a major factor for the economic, ideolo¬
gical and political emancipation of women. Toward
this factor should we ever continually base our
further efforts to do away with obstacles».
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In line with this important principled thesis^
our Party and government have always devoted
special attention to the participation of women in
production and have created all facilities for them
to participate in an active way in social produc¬
tion.
After liberation this question was raised with
special emphasis because of the utter economic andj
social backwardness our country had inherited
from the past when the participation of women in
productive work was very limited, in town and
cities even unheard of. We had to start this work
from almost nothing and overcome many obstacles
and difficulties both in creating the necessary ma¬
terial conditions for the women to take part in
production and also in eradicating fanaticism and
old ideas, religious prejudices and backward cus¬
toms which condemned women to stay within the
four walls of their houses.
A radical change has been effected and a great
victory has been won in this domain among us
during the years of People’s Power: over 248.000
women and girls take part now in production and
this is 42% of the total number of urban and rural
'vorkers. With rare exceptions, we find the women
engaged in all professions qnd branches of our
people’s economy while in some of these branches
they make up the majority of workers as, for
instance, in the textile industry 73%, in the food¬
processing industry 52%, in public health
and
sanitation 69.4% and so on. This has been a deci¬
sive step the Party has taken towards the emanci¬
pation of women, the importance of which is more
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clearly seen when we draw a comparisen with
some other states which have not experienced the
utter backwardness which characterized our coun¬
try 20 to 25 years ago. Thus, for instance, according
to official statistical returns, the number of women
workers in Jugoslavia in 1964 made up 29.3% of
all workers, in Bulgaria — 34%, in Poland — 36%,
in Rumania — 27.6%, in Italy — 22.9%, and in
Greece — 27.8%.
Women in our country have become now such
a great force that no 5-year plan can be fulfilled
and no major economic and social mass action can
be undertaken without their participation. In no
job do they do less than men and in many cases
they work with a higher sense of duty, with more
perseverance, with more attention to detail and
with a higher sense of discipline than they.
In spite of this we should not arrive at the
conclusion that the participation of women in pro¬
ductive work can now be considered as a problem
which has been entirely solved in our country.
What problems emerge in this field? The first
problem we have to tackle is that of getting all
the women employed, for about 10^ o of them (in
cities about 17^ o) do not yet take part in social
work, this having negative consequences to the de¬
triment of the life of women themselves and to the
detrim*2nt of socialist construction. The main dif¬
ficulty here is not the lack of work fronts, as some
people claim. Our country is being rapidly trans¬
formed. Vast construction works are being set up
everywhere demanding man power. Agriculture is
another sector which stands in need of farmhands.
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Education, culture and science are continually de¬
veloping not only in depth but also in breadth.
Handicrafts and public services are expanding,
therefore, there are work fronts in our country
which stand always in need of workhands.
The question is that certain other reasons,
mainly of a subjective character, reasons connected
with certain wrong notions by many people have
exerted their influence on preventing full parti¬
cipation of women at work. Thus, by viewing par¬
ticipation in work from a one sided, individualistic
angle, only dependent on the needs of the family
budget, there are still women who do not take
part in productive social work. There are even
cases, both in the countryside and in cities, when
husbands, not standing in need of the income of
their wives have withdrawn them from work and
confine them to household chores. This, of course,
smacks of proprietorship, of petty bourgeois egoism
which considers woman as the property of man
and who' should do only household chores. There
are also cases when, because of alien concepts
about work, certain women in cities are shy of
productive work where such work is needed, and
run after <^preferred jobs>v. In fact, this is an
aristocratic attitude towards work incompatible with
the ethical norms of our society. The Party should,
fight against such concepts of those who connect
the participation of women in work with their fi¬
nancial needs and
personal
comfort,
entirely
ignoring the fact that the mission of women as
members of society is primarily to participate in
social productive work for the socialist construction
of the country.
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Thesei concepts do not only legalize the enslave¬
ment of women within the four walls of their
homes but are very detrimental also to the general
interest of socialist construction. It is a fact that
the development of industry and of building con¬
struction in our cities has drawn and, in some
cases, is still drawing workers away from the
countryside. And this at a time when there are
still unemployed city women and when the coun¬
tryside itself stands in sore need of workhands.
A tremendous gain would accrue to national eco¬
nomy if these jobs were filled by city women.
Backward customs to leave household chores
to women and not to allow them to take part in
social production cause great damage to the de¬
velopment of socialist economy in the countryside
as well. Apart from the fact that about 8% of fho
women in the countryside do not participate at all
in socialist production, the average
number of
workdays of women in all agricultural coopera¬
tives Is lower than of men, while in many of them
there are women whO' do not even reach the obliga¬
tory minimum of workdays. Thus, the average
num.ber of workdays by women throughout the
Republic last year was 195 while that of men 294.
About 1200 women in the Tepelena district failed
to reach the minimum number of workdays. The
same thing happened in the Gramshi district. It
goes without saying that the overall participation
of women and the increase of the number of work¬
days by them would go a long way to increasing
social production and achieving their self-emanci¬
pation. In this respect, the Party organization and
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management of agricultural cooperatives in the
countryside, particularly, in mountainous regions,
should see to it that the women should continually
increase their participation in work all the year
round.
The rapid development of productive forces in
our socialist society has deepened and widely spe¬
cialized social division of labor, has created new
branches and sub-branches
of economy
which
create and can create many jobs for women. It
must be said that, in spite of achievements attained,
certain erroneous views prevent the women from
embarking on a wider front of production. Thus,
there prevails a striking conservatism among many
cadres who hinder the participation of women in
certain branches of social production claiming that
there are no suitable jobs for women in them. This,
in fact, narrows down in an artificial way the front
of work for women. In the electric industry wo-r
men make up only 13% of the number of workers,
in that of machine making 19%, in building con¬
struction 10%, and so on. Can it be that there are
jobs only for so many women in these sectors?
Experience shows the contrary to be true. 400
women and girls passed through the school for trai¬
ning worker reserves and courses at the Tractor
Machine Shop in Tirana and are now employed as
workers turning out as much and ever more work
than men. The fact that the number of women and
girls employed at this plant make up 30.7%, while at
the Machine Shop 54.6% of the total number of
workers, refutes all pseudo-scientific <<argumentsvv of
these diehards and proves that women can and
4
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should work also in metal cutting machines, in
repairing machinery and in every sector.
The view that jobs suitable for women are
only those so called ^■<light» or <-<clean»- ones is
alien because of the very nature of our social order.
It endorses the opinion of many men and many
women that a women’s profession is to sew, cook,
do the cleaning, run creches and so on.
The struggle of the Party against a conserva¬
tive attitude of discriminating jobs suitable to
women in the various branches of economy, culture
and administration should be one of the main di¬
rectives to achieve the full participation of women
in social work. Availabilities are at hand with us
to expand the participation of women in the ad¬
ministration just as in the sectors of public health,
trade and education in which many of the workers
are women already. But greater availibilities exist,
as we said, in other sectors of economy in which
the participation of women is still on a limited
scale.
While fighting against the conservative con¬
cepts and tendencies to draw a line between the
professions of women and men the Party should
also fight the other erroneous tendency to assign
women to all kinds of jobs without taking into
account their functions as mothers. Our socialist
legislation protects women as workers and as mo¬
thers, therefore the organizations of the Party, of
the Trade Unions and of the Union of Women
should strive to protect women at work, to create
most suitable conditions for the life and health of
workers as mothers.
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It is clear that in order to draw all the women
into social productive work, the organizations of
the Party and those of the masses should not stand
aloof and should not be content only with the
general percentage of participation of women in
work. They should firmly fight against all alien
concepts which prevent women from taking active
part in work, should detect where they spring
from and expose their reactionary bourgeois ideo¬
logical nature. On the other hand, the problem of
participation of women in production should become
the object of special study for the state and
economic organs concerned and, on the basis of
this study, to establish the concrete steps which
should be taken both to broaden the participation
of women in work at the existing sectors as well
as to open up new fronts of work. The experience
gained during these recent months in the cities of
Tirana, Shkodra and Durres where, under the spon¬
sorship of the organs of the' Party and Govern¬
ment, many new sectors of work have been created,
clearly shows that there exist many opportunities
for drawing as many women to work as possible.
An important problem that should draw the
attention of the Party, of the trade Unions and of
the State and economic organs is that of assigning
more and more women to qualified jobs and to
posts of responsibility. The Party has continually
pointed out that this is not a simple but a prin¬
cipled problem emanating from a correct under¬
standing of the place and role of women in social¬
ist society, from the ability of the women them¬
selves, their loyalty to the cause of the Party and
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people, qualities which are by no means less pre¬
valent in women than in men.
The Party and State organs have continually
wc.rked in this direction and the results are good,
bearing no comparison with the past. In centers of
work and production there are thousands of women
of high qualification employed as directresses of
factories and combines, brigade leaders and ma¬
nageresses of agricultural cooperatives, and so on.
Following the 5th Party Congress and Comrade
Enver Hoxha’s February 6th speech this year,
other special steps have been taken in Gjirokastra,
Shkodra, Tirana, Burrel and elsewhere both to
raise the qualification of women as well to promote
them to posts of responsibility. Nevertheless, the
situation in this direction cannot be considered
satisfactory.
It is a fact that the overwhelming majority
of women engage in simple unqualified work. This
tendency is met with both in the countryside and
in cities, both in economic enterprises and in the
offices of the administration. Even in those bran¬
ches of economy where participation of women is
highest as, for instance, in the light and food — pro¬
cessing industries, in the woodworking and paper
industries etc. the jobs requiring high or medium
qualification, are occupied by men. The job of
assistant manager in the textile industry, that of
vacuum operator or presser in the food-processing
industry, of superintendent of machinery and
technology in the woodworking and paper indu¬
stries have been monopolized by men although pos¬
sibilities exist for them to be handled by women.
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still worse is the situation with regard to' promo¬
ting women to posts of responsibility. The number
of women and girls in charge of brigades, of de¬
partments in factories, schools and other institu¬
tions is still quite small not to mention higher posts.
Even in those sectors where the overwhelming
majority of workers are women and girls, the posts
of qualified work and responsibility are occupied
by men. Thus, for instance, in the field of public
health and sanitation, in which women make up
about 69,40 'o of the total number of workers, of
the 65 directors and assistant-directors of hospi¬
tals only 2 are women;. In the sector of trade where
women occupy 50.1% of the total number of wor¬
kers, of the 207 directors and assistant directors
only 13 are women. In the sector of education and
culture, of the 325 workers of the ministry and
regional sections of education only 26 are women.
Why are the Party organization and State and
economic organs at the center and at the grass¬
roots so hesitant in assigning women to qualified
work and to posts of responsibility?
There is no doubt that one of the reasons is
the low technological and educational level of the
women themselves. We will take this up in more
detail later on. But this is not the only and princi¬
pal reason. For teachers and physicians, for in¬
stance, possess both vocational training and neces¬
sary cultural level, at least, equal to that of men and
yet they are not appointed directors of schools or
medical institutions, functionaries of responsibility
in districts or at the center. These posts are pre^ferably given to men. It is clear that the main bb53

Stacie in turning over qualified jobs to women or
promoting them to posts of responsibility lies in
«blemishes>> inherited from the past, lies in conser¬
vative mentalities which have gripped also our
leading cadres belittling women and lacking confi¬
dence in their efforts and capabilities. This is fun¬
damental. The others like the women’s own hesi¬
tancy, the tendency of some of them to shirk res¬
ponsible jobs and to prefer simple ones, etc. are
of secondary importance, and unfounded are claims
that <-<women are overburdened with household
choresv^ and should, therefore, not be assigned to
leading posts, and so on.
Party committees, grass-root organizations and
state organs, the comrades in charge of them should
study this problem seriously,
should
repudiate
every alien idea, should look ahead so that a turn¬
ing point should be reached within a short time
conformable with the wishes of the Party to assign
women to jobs they are fit for. On the other hand,
one should not lose sight of the negative experi¬
ence of the past when women comrades promoted
to positions of responsibility were not given any
aid, technical or educational, when they were left
to manage for themselves under the pressure of a
conservative environment, especially in the coun¬
tryside, instead of being seriously helped to over¬
come initial handicaps and do their job of respon¬
sibility, they were charged with and later dismissed
as incapable for the job. An end should be put
to such impermissible practice. The Party should
continually strive not only to promote women to
posts of responsibility but to see to it that they
accomplish their jobs well and march always ahead.
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2. On participation of women in the political and
social life of the country

!
I

The broad and effective participation of women in political and social life, in conducting class
struggle, in directing the affairs of our state and
society is the other decisive aspect of the complete
emancipation of women, for it is a major school
of the revolutionary education of women which
awakens their
ideological
and
political
con¬
sciousness, making them aware of their great and
decisive role in society, giving them a chance to
get a thorough knowledge of the line of the Party,
imbuing them with the revolutionary ideals of the
Party, making them active fighters for their rights.
In line with the teachings of Marxism-Leninism,
our Party has always attached importance to draw¬
ing women to the political and social life of our
country, considering this as one of decisive con¬
ditions
both
in the
struggle
for liberation
as
well
as
in socialist
construction.
J. V.
Stalin has said; <-cWomen workers, urban and
rural women workers are the greatest reserve oj
the working class. This reserve represents half of
the population. On whether this reserve of women
is with or against the working class depends the
destiny of the proletarian movement, the triumph
or defeat of proletarian revolution, the triumph
or defeat of proletarian state powers. (J.V. Stalin,
Vol. 7, page 48, Albanian edition).
The women of our country are closely bound
to the Party. In the Party they see their salvation
from age-long and manyfold bondage, in the Party
they see the mainspring of free and happy life for

,
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themselves and their children. Organized in the
ranks of their organization, the Women’s Union of
Albania, or taking part as outstanding activists in
the ranks of the Labor Youth Union, the Trade
Unions or of the Democratic Front, the women of
Albania strive with courage to build our socialist
country and make it prosper. Participation of wo¬
men in the whole political and social life of the
country is today very broad and active: 40 women
are representatives at the People’s Assembly, 10.878
have been elected to people’s councils, 1168 to peo¬
ple’s tribunals, 30.088 women and young women
take part in leading forums of mass organizations,
over 8.280 women are members of our Party of
Labor, 300.000 women are members of the Women’s
Union of Albania and about 82.000 young women
of the Labor Youth Union of Albania.
There is no major Party or State problem in
which the women do^ not have their say. They took
active part in deliberations and drawing up the 4th
five year plan, they have rendered a valuable
contribution to the battle against bureaucratic mani¬
festations and aberrations which our Party has
embarked on with courage, they have put their
heart and soul to the major battle our country is
engaged in to uproot feudal and bourgeois ideology,
they are working and striving like revolutionaries
in all fields of socialist construction. The large
scale activization of women in all revolutionary
movements that have burst forth like a volcano in
our country is a vivid proof of the enhancement
of the political awareness of the women masses and
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a factor of primary imp>ortance in promoting these
movements.
Love of country, of the Party and of socialism
has been and is a distinctive feature of the Al¬
banian women. They have always upheld and have
courageously fought for the line of our Party. They
have shown to be resolved fighters in the struggle
against imperialists and Khrushchevite and Titoite
revisionists, against deflectors and all enemies of
our country. The question of defending the free¬
dom and independence of our country has become
the most dearly cherished cause of every woman.
Elections were held a few days ago to the
organs of local administration and to people’s tri¬
bunals. The fact that thousands of women were
unanimously nominated and elected as people’s
representatives to people’s councils and as judges,
representing 36.17% of all elected representatives
and 36% of judges, bespeaks not only the sympathy
and confidence these activists have won among
the laboring masses but it also shows the degree
of the active participation of women in the politi¬
cal life of the country.
The great achievements attained in drawing
the women to the political and social life of the
country, which bear no comparison with the past
when women were kept altogether out of every
political and social activity, shows that, under concJitions of proletarian dictatorship, the Party and
People’s Regime have raised the role of women
to a level unknown to and unreached by even the
so-called democratic bourgeois countries.
But judging the role of women as one of the
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most revolutionary forces of our society the Party
lays down the task of urging the women to take
more active part in all the fields of the political
and social life of the country. We must not lose
sight of the fact that in the matter of urging women
to take more active part in political and social ac¬
tivities we have many flaws and deficiencies which
become more apparent now when we are waging
a campaign to further revolutionize the whole life
of the country, when we are further deepening
our revolution.
How can one speak of the emancipation of
women and of urging them to take active part in
the political and social life of the country when
some bigoted men, particularly in the countryside,
forbid women to take part in meetings and confe¬
rences, deny them the right of speech and pretend
that they alone represent the village or work cen¬
ter? It is symptomatic that many young women
members of the Labor Youth Union of Albania are
very active and revolutionary as such but, once
they are married, they turn into passive members
of the organization, they cease to show the same
verve and often are not even allowed by their hus¬
bands or their husbands’ families to take part at
the meetings of their organization. An equally
disquieting fact too is the attitude of parents or
husbands who falling victims to bigotry and gos¬
sip, do not allow their daughters or wives to parti¬
cipate in sports and physical culture, in artistic
and cultural activities. And, what is worse, there
are among us communists also who forbid their wives
or sisters to take part in political and social
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life, who raise a hue and cry when their wives come
late from meetings or who forbid their daughters
to associate with their classmates or to take
part in joint social work or mass actions of various
kinds. Such conducts are altogether incompatible
v/ith the revolutionary features of a Party mem¬
ber.
This erroneous conduct has its source in the
oppression and backwardness the women have been
victims to through centuries, traces of which can¬
not be wiped out at once, for they spring from
patriarchal and bourgeois concepts which
have
struck deep root in our minds and which constitute
a backward world outlook influenced by the eco¬
nomic exploitation of women in the family, by feu¬
dal and bourgeois ethical norms and by the attitu¬
de of religion towards women. We should by ail
means uproot these alien concepts for they are at
variance with the principles of our socialist demo¬
cracy and deny to the women those political rights
and prerogatives which our People’s Power has
guaranteed by law.
Socialist democracy cannot develop and the
great principle of our Party on the line of the
masses cannot be put into practice without the
broad activization of the women masses, without
soliciting their revolutionary creative thinking. The
positive experience accumulated by many Party or¬
ganizations, especially of late, indicates clearly that
women, just as men, are capable of sizing up cor¬
rectly the policy of the Party and government, that
they present a bold front at discussions, advance
remarks, suggestions and proposals about the
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work of economic enterprises and agricultural co¬
operatives, about the activities of the organs of
administration and of the masses where they mili¬
tate. Therefore, it is essential that special concern
should be devoted to the question of soliciting the
opinion of women and that of cultivating their po¬
litical awareness not only by the organizations of
the Women’s Union of Albania, as it often happens
in practice, but also by all the organizations of the
Party and of the masses as well. A great deal of
work of agitation should be done with men, in the
first place, but also with women as well. One
should fight against such reactionary ideas as <<politics is not within the scope of womens, against
fanatical suspicions that participation of girls and
women at meetings or mass actions impairs their
honor; an end should be put to a state of affairs
in which the women, especially in the countryside,
are under the constant pressure of the conserva¬
tive opinion which ignores the say and opinion of
women on political and social matters. It should be
clear to the organizations of the Party and of the
masses that the better informed the women are and
the more they participate in directing and solving
political, economic and social problems the more
democratic will our People’s Regime become.
Another important aspect of the participation
of women in political and social activity is their
participation in problems dealing with the organi¬
zation and management of production. The Party
has constantly stressed the need for strengthening
socialist democracy, especially in agricultural co¬
operatives. This is of major importance also to state
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economic enterprises. Since women make up a
great force in production, nearly half of the mem¬
ber of workers, their aid and contribution is consi¬
derably large. Therefore, Party organizations and
economic organs should devote special attention to
soliciting the creative thought of women in this
respect, to getting more of them participate in
various committees like that of planning, of social
control, etc. This will strengthen our democracy
and will help socialist economy to develop in the
right way and with success, it will raise the role
of women in the problems of the economic life of
the country.
Of major importance is also the active and broad
participation, especially, of young women in the
cultural artistic and physical cultural life of the
country. In this field we should strive in two main
directions. On one hand, we should see to it that
women may have their say and take active part in
creating and developing our national culture and
art. On the other, we should see to it that women
may draw as much profit as possible from all the
cultural, artistic and physical cultural activities
which take place in our country. In this respect,
a campaign should be waged both against trends
that underrate and belittle the creative ability of
women as well as against the bigotry and dero¬
gatory attitude that certain men maintain who, in
fact, deprive women of all possibility to read, to
frequent the theater, movies and other activities,
to engage in sports and physical culture, conside¬
ring these as the privileges of! men alone.
Our attention should especially be drawn to
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the participation of women in the ranks of the
Party. Their number has been grown from one
year to another. This is a positive thing. Especially
of late the Party organizations have been doing
better in this direction. Thus, for instance, as from
January this year the number of women newly ad¬
mitted to membership in the Party has been 30 in
the district of Gjinokastra, 22 in that of Berat, 14
in the Shkodra district and so on. Nevertheless,
if we study figures carefully, it turns out that the
number of women Party members is still small,
making up only 12.4% of the entire roll-call of the
Party. Why does this happen? This is first and fore¬
most, the result of lack of confidence in the capa¬
bilities of women which has struck root also in the
Party organizations. It reflects the extremely un¬
satisfactory work done by the Party organizations
with women. How else can one account for the
fact that in certain work centers as at the ^<Stalirr>
Textile Mills where, although most of the work¬
ers are women there are twice as many men in
the Party ranks as women, or at all the organiza¬
tions of the Kukes district which have admitted
only 54 women to Party membership since the
liberation of the country to this day, or that of the
Librazhdi district which has admitted only one
woman to membership during the whole of 1966, etc.
The Party committees and organizations usu¬
ally justify themselves for few admittances of
women to Party membership by claiming that the
ideological and political level and their cultural
training is still low. But who is to blame for this?
Does this not reflect the insufficient work done by
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the Party organizations to train women for the
Party? It is, therefore, essential for the Party or¬
ganizations lo radically improve their method of
political and educational work with women and, at
the same time, to wage a resolute campaign against
the conservative
and
backward
ideas
which
some communists cherish about the alleged inca¬
pability of Vv^omen.
If we hurl away the conservative concepts
which underrate the ability of women to be in
the ranks of the Party we will tear up the veil
covering our eyes and will see women as they
truly are: as capable champions of the cause of the
Party, as great a revolutionary force as men. In
certain aspects of life they are even more revolu¬
tionary and better aware of carrying
out
the
line of the Party than men. The conscience of a
woman is unstained for she has never oppressed
nor ruled but has always sacrificed herself for the
happiness of others. Speculation and nepotism are
alien to her. From this point of view swelling the
Party ranks with women comrades will invigorate
the life of the grass-root organizations, will raise
their combative ability and will strengthen the
unity of the ranks of the Party. Therefore, it is
the primary duty of all Party organization to try
to find, activate and train the most deserving wo¬
men to become members of our Party without in
any way affecting the requirements for admission to
Party membership. The women and girls themselves
should, at the same time, consider their admit¬
tance to Party membership as a very important pro¬
blem. The present marvellous revolutionary move63

merits which have been spread throughout the
country and which have widely gripped and are
daily gripping women and girls constitute a very
good basis to step up the process of swelling the
ranks of the Party with women comrades.

3. On the uplift of the cultural, educational,
technical and professional level of women,
One of the most important links in the strug¬
gle for the complete emancipation of women and
especially, for their participation in qualified work,
for their promotion to posts of responsibility or
for their pohtical and social activity is the uplift
of their educational, cultural, technical and profes¬
sional level. In contrast with the past, stupendous
changes have been brought about in these fields too
thanks to the concern of the Party and People’s
Rule. Among women, over 90% of whom were illi¬
terate before liberation, illiteracy has been wiped
out almost entirely up to forty years of age. All
girls receive compulsory primary and 8 grade edu¬
cation. A good number of women and girls pursue
their studies in secondary, vocational and higher
day schools and those of the night and correspon¬
dence system. In comparison with 1960, the number
of girls attending 8th grade and secondary schools
has been doubled whereas in higher institutes of
learning it is two and one-half times as high. Over
9500 women and girls of secondary technical train¬
ing and over 1300 others of higher training are
employed in various economic and cultural depart64

merits. Today, our enterprises and institutions em¬
ploy more women engineers than the total number
of engineers Albania had before liberation and
two and one half times as many women physicians
as the total number of physicians Albania had be¬
fore liberation.
Despite this, the educational level of women
as a whole is still low. This situation is connected
with the backwardness and darkness which were
the lot of women in the past. But this is not the
only reason, for even during these years after li¬
beration when the doors of schools were also opened
to girls, when the education and culture of the
people received special attention as a primary fac¬
tor for the progress of the country, the rate at
which women acquired technological and profes¬
sional skill has been and continues to be lower
than that of men. Why has such a thing happened?
Among us there exist no privileges for men and no
limitations for women in any field of education.
Girls and women, just as every body else in our
country are eager to acquire knowledge and educa¬
tion, although, especially women and girl workers
should exert more efforts to raise their political
educational and technological professional level.
Thus there have been no specific objective reasons,
at least during these recent years to account for
the deficiencies noted in the educational and pro¬
fessional uplift of women. From a concrete analysis
of facts it turns out that the main obstacle to the
progress of women lies in the retrogressive ideas
prevailing about women, underrating their creative
5
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abilities. These ideas are manifested in various
forms.
In the first place, many parents and husbands,
especially in the countryside, hold the opinion that
-(-(girls have no. need of schooling^*-, that -*<girls belong
to othersv>. Consequently they do not only fail to
follow up their progress at primary and 8-grade
schools, which they are obliged by law to do, but
they even withdraw them from school altogether
under the pretext that they have grown up. Higher
education is altogether out of the question for
these girls. Thus, many young girls receive only
primary school education which, in the long run,
turns them into semi-illiterates if not illiterates in
the full sense of the word. There are about 15.000
such women under the age of 40. Without in any
case belittling the responsibility of the parents and
husbands of these girls and women, it is clear that
neither the organs of people’s education nor the
organizations of the Party and of the masses can be
exempted from responsibility for this unfortunate
situation. Their duty is not merely to point out
this sad fact, but to take special educative and or¬
ganizational steps, so that these girls and women
are taught, that illiteracy is wiped out and, in the
future not to allow any child, particularly girls,
break off grade schooling which is compulsory by
law.
But this is not the only consequence of ahen
ideas, the fact that women are looked down upon,
that the problem of their qualification and enhan¬
cement of their cultural standard is not rightly
understood, can be seen also in connection with
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the training of cadres. It is a commendable fact
that 13% of the total number of cadres of higher
training and 37% of cadres of medium training are
women. But there has been room for higher percen¬
tages. Up to now the number of cadres trained in
schools, technicums and courses of agricultural co¬
operatives has reached 13.000 of whom only 415
are women. Or of the 682 students pursuing their
higher studies in the Agricultural College only 24
are girls while of the 332 students receiving in¬
struction in farm Mechanics only 2 are girls. Do
these figures alone not indicate the lack of interest
on the part of the Ministry of Agriculture and of
the regional Party committees to train cadres from
the ranks of women? A more or less similar situ¬
ation exists in other sectors. During the 1961-65
five-year period the higher institutes of learning
including the 2-year Teacher Training Institutes
turned out about 6400 cadres. Only 1220 of them
were girls. Technicums turned out 7.865 graduates
of whom only 1435 were young women. In the
same way 12th grade schools turned out 7.700
graduates of whom only 27 were girls, while of the
10.850 students that graduated from lower vocation¬
al schools only 2.600 were girls. Nor should we
feel content that there are today enrolled in the
State University and in other institutes of learn¬
ing 1750 young women out of about 7450 under¬
graduates and in secondary technical and profes¬
sional schools there are 3400 girls out of a total
of 11.300 students. These figures indicate the lack
of interest of both the central organs and Party
Committees for the educational training of women
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and girls, they indicate the insufficient efforts
exerted in breaking down all obstacles lying in the
way of endowing women and girls with education
and culture.
State organs and Party committees should put
an immediate end to this situation. They should
give priority to sending girls to professional and
high schools with a view to raising their number
much higher than up to now. In awarding scholar¬
ships too priority should be given to girls, especially
from the countryside.
Insufficient concern about raising the cultural,
technological and professional level of women is
also evident as far as pursuance of night schools
and organization of courses of qualification for
women and young women workers goes. It must
be avowed that the concern of the Party commit¬
tees, the trade unions and economic organs in this
regard has been quite insufficient. How else, can
one account for the fact that the number of wo¬
men and girls who attend 8 grade night schools,
especially, these recent years has been on the de¬
cline. Today the number of women and girls at¬
tending 8 grade night schools is only 1.370 while
in 1960 their number was 3.000. Of course, the
blame here lies also on the women and girls who
have left school but what have the Party organi¬
zations, those of the masses and economic organs
done to induce, to persuade them not to abandon
school?
As far as qualification of women as the only
way to assign them to qualified jobs and posts of
responsibility is concerned the work of the econo68

mic organs and Tt*ade Unions is unsatisfactory. Of
all qualified women workers, women make up
25% while of approximately 14.700 qualified wo¬
men only about 2.100 possess 6th category and
above. The organizations of the Party, those of the
masses and state organs should be earnestly con¬
cerned about this problem bearinig in mind not
only to open courses of qualification for women
but to create suitable condition for these courses to
be attended by the women, who while being work¬
ers are at the same time mothers as well.
Throu^ persistent efforts by the Party and
organizations of the masses, through harder work
by the women and girls themselves and through
the above technical and organizational measures
we will succeed, in a relatively short period of
time, in overcoming the striking
disproportion
existing today between the low level of qualifica¬
tion of women and the demands of advanced tech¬
nique for higher qualification. This will help to
solve more easily also the contradiction existing
between the decisive role the women play as a
major revolutionary force and as half of the po¬
pulation in socialist construction and their very
insufficient mobilization for work of leadership in
all phases of life.
*

*

*

A broader participation of women in pro¬
duction and in the political, social and cultural life
of the country is the main road towards the com69

plete emancipation, of women, this major force of
our revolution and socialist construction. The ge¬
neral conclusion to be drawn from all this is that
the root of all evil and main obstacle to the eman¬
cipation of women in our socialist society lie in the
alien concepts about women which are deep rooted
in the mentality of men and, to a large extent, in that
of women themselves. According to these concepts
women are considered as inferior beings destined
to serve men, to give birth to and brin^ up chil¬
dren, to do house chores, incapable of taking part
on a basis of parity with men in social life, to cre¬
ate, to master culture, science and technological
skill, and so on. It is essential to bring home to
every communist, to every cadre and to every
worker that these alien concepts have no, or nearly
no material basis in our socialist society, that they
are utterly at variance with our socialist reality,
that they are gloomy survivals of the past in the
conscience of people, that they are utterly incompa¬
tible with the principles of
Marxism-Leninism,
with the line and policy of our Party and our
People’s Rule and cause incalculable damage to the
cause of our revolution and socialist construction.
Without uprooting these concepts to the letter
there can be no question of total emancipation
of women and of completing the construction of
socialist society. It is only when this problem is
viewed in this way that the complete emanci¬
pation of women, making them co-partners in our
society, will take the right course and be crowned
with success.
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Carry to the End the Campaign to Deliver the
Women from the Drudgery of Household Chores,
Strengthen and Promote Socialist Relations in
the Family
The complete emancipation of women, their
participation in productive work and in political and
social life depend, to a large extent, on the esta¬
blishment of the new socialist relations in the fa¬
mily, or the complete deliverance of women from
the drudgery of household chores and from the
survivals of feudal and patriarchal ethics on the
attitude towards women.
The establishment of socialist relations in pro¬
duction, abolition of the exploiting classes and re¬
lations of private ownership, dissolution of patri¬
archal families in the countryside, participation of
women in social production, transformations in
the domain of the ideology and psychology of the
urban and rural masses, have shaken the old re¬
lations between husband and wife to their very
foundations, they have introduced in them many
new socialist elements which have strengthened
and developed the Albanian family on sounder
foundations. Transformations in this field are un¬
der way and they are developing both in breadth
as well as in depth. Socialist transformations are
proceeding faster in urban families and slower in
those of the countryside, especially in the remote
mountain regions.
The process of uprooting old relations and es¬
tablishing new socialist ones in the family cannot
be wound up all at once, because, being complex
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and many-sided social relations, they are linked
not only with transformation in the sphere of the
material life of society, but have a direct bearing
also on the various forms of social awareness: on
ideology, politics, ethics and religion, psychology,
the many and varied customs which have assumed
the force of unwritten laws and which exert a
major conservative resistance which have been pre¬
served, are preserved and passed as a heritage
from one generation to another. Therefore, transfor¬
mations in the field of family relations, setting up
new socialist relations, require a long, persistent
and all-round battle, on a complicated and difficult
field, against the ideology, psychology, ethics and
customs inherited from the old society.

1) Uproot old marital relations that obstruct
the complete emancipation of women and the
establishment of the new socialist family.
Now more than ever one witnesses the new
phenomena which are developing and taking a
solid shape in the creation of the new family as a
result of the many years of work the Party has
been doing with the masses on concluding marria¬
ges on new socialist foundations and of the campaign
against old and reactionary customs regarding this
question.
What is new in this lies in the fact that the
young man and young woman, while working or
attending school together, have better opportunities
to get acquainted with, sympathize and love each
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other, get the consent of their families and join
in wedlock. In other cases, when they do not work
together or when they have had no opportunity to
get acquainted with each other, as it occurs in cer¬
tain agricultural cooperatives or villages, cases are
not rare when, especially the mother, asks her
daughter and gets her consent to marry. Now and
more so every day in picking a bride or a bride¬
groom people give no longer preference to^ <<rank>^,
to the past economic and social standing of the
family as they used to do before, but to the good
conduct of the young woman and young
men.
Cases are becoming more and more frequent when
religious and other differences are no longer consi¬
dered an obstacle to conclusions of marriages by
either the young women and young men them¬
selves or by their parents.
What is of primary importance is that more
and more conditions are being created to proceed
along this line. The movements
that
Comrade
Enver Hoxha’s call on February 6 this year sparked
off throughout the country in defense of the
rights of women and girls aim, first and foremost,
at setting up new marital relations, at further
strengthening our socialist family. Men and women
have raised their voice against and condemn with
indignation the ugly custom of betrothal of children,
of marriages between persons of big differences in
age, of selling off girls in marriage and of treating
women as the last ranking person in the family.
Hundreds of betrothals, which had been concluded
on unjust criteria have been dissolved as a conse¬
quence of this campaign and many people have
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pledged themselves to do away with all backward
customs that trampled underfoot the freedom and
dignity of women.
The Party organizations in many districts, es¬
pecially in those of Mirdita, Mati, Shkodra, Tropoja, Tirana, Fieri, have succeeded in conducting
an important campaign correctly by setting in
motion people of all walks of life, men and women,
old and young. This campaign should be kept up
and taken through to the end. The Party organiza¬
tions should not be content with the results achieved
and obligations that have been pledged, because
the old is deep rooted, is very conservative and, if
it is not fought with consistency and in a systematic
way, through persistent educative work, it may
come back into force again.
The struggle in defense of the rights of wo¬
men and girls especially, as regards correct marital
relations, should be firmly waged not only in the
countryside, but also in the cities, because there
exist here also backward and feudal customs and
concepts, which, are intertwined with other bour¬
geois and petty bourgeois opinions. These are ma¬
nifested in the endeavors of some conservative pa¬
rents to pick husbands for their daughters mainly
according to their social -«rank», to their economic
standing, to their -«preferable)-> profession even accor¬
ding to their place of abode, and not according to the
moral,' qualities of the grooms to be, they are mani¬
fested in the tendency of some parents to betroth
their daughters, while they are still too young
<4est they lose their reputation^ resulting from
gossip that may spread because of their associating
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with boys at work, at school, at various social ga¬
therings, sport, artistic and other activities. Some
young men and young women themselves are not
exempt from such opinions on betrothal.
The organizations of the Party and those of
the masses, particularly those of youth and women,
should do more intensive educative work in order
to create a new world outlook, the communist
world outlook, about contracting marriages. Com¬
munist parents themselves should set an example
in this direction. The youth organization is expected
to do better work in this
direction.
As
in all problems, in this too, which is directly con¬
nected with their own life, the young men and
young women should be unflinching fighters for the
establishment of communist ethical standards. They
should wage a particular campaign against gossip,
against all the people, even the young, who indulge
in gossip, who blabber here and there trying to
stain sincere friendship, sound comradeship, the
moral attributes of our young men and young
women.
The Party has stressed time and again that in
the campaign against backward customs,
which
trample upon the dignity of girls and women, the
source of evil is not to be looked for simply in the
-(-iruthless conducts of this or that father, brother
or husband, but one should delve deeper into the
problem of why, how and where’ these age long
customs are kept alive. Many of the customs, which
at our time are considered barbarous and inhumane,
spring from other factors, such as the problem^ of
establishing connections and concluding alliances
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between clans, that of dire poverty and anxiety of
parents to provide dresses for their daughters, and
so on. A deep insight into customs and their origin,
into their blending with religious beliefs, prejudices
etc. will enable the Party organizations tO' under¬
take a more fruitful campaign to persuade people,
and even the most backward, of the futility of these
customs and of the necessity of doing away with
them in our days.
The problem of women, therefore, and the
problem of strengthening the new family, «is not
a problem that can he solved within one year»,
Comrade Enver Hoxha has said, -«This is a per¬
petual problem, the solution of which requires
long stages, each of which has its own various
problems of development of quality. Each genera¬
tion has its own problems. Old concepts disappear,
new ones take shape. And it is precisely this de¬
velopment we do not intend to leave to spontaneity,
we guide it with much ado and in the direction
we desire.yy Our Party has treated and treats the
problem of creating the new family with heedful
concern, it is guided by Marxist-Leninist teachings,
according to which new society cannot be built
without establishing new socialist relations in the
family too, between husband and wife and among
other members, that the sounder and cleaner the
family the much
stronger
is socialist
society
itself.
Mutual acquaintance, unstained and sincere
friendship established at work and in the common
struggle of the young man and young woman
should be at the root of the new family of our
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society. Marriage is a matter which is primarily
their concern and they should not reconcile them¬
selves with what is conservative and reactionary,
they should be on the forefront of battle for what
is new. But the parents cannot stand aloof and
not exert their influence on such an important pro¬
blem of life as that of the marriage of their off¬
spring. They possess the experience of life, the
revolutionary spirit gained in life and struggle but
together with these parents are often conservative
and inherit many concepts and stigma of alien
ideology and morals from old society. Therefore,
they should analyze their own experience in the
spirit of criticism, they should judge with calm'
wisdom, they should study and try to understand
the new objective and subjective conditions which
have been created, the aspirations, sentiments of
what is new and the revolutionary impulse of
youth.
The Party and organizations of the masses
should conduct more intensive, intelhgent and all¬
round work with the masses of yonth and young
pioneers with a view to imbuing them with the
sense of the progressive new, with a correct understading of love and of the family. Young men
and young'women, imbued with communist morals
by the Party, should fight against any alien mani¬
festation in relations among them which relations
should be characterized by a sound social spiriti
with sentiments of mutual respect and solidarity
running through them.
The establishment of the new family cannot
be effected without doing away the ugly custom,
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of dowries as one of the open manifestations of ma¬
rital relations based on relations of private owner¬
ship and a moderate variation of the customs of
selling off and buying girls which is preserved to
this day in all the urban and rural regions of our
country. The organizations of the Party and those
of the masses should give full support to the revo¬
lutionary initiatives taken by the people at meetings
of the Democratic Front to put an end to these
mediaeval customs of grave consequences to the rela¬
tions between husband and wife and to the economy
of each family and they should conduct broad clari¬
fying discussions with workers on this topic.
Dowry should not be confused with the con¬
cern of parents to come to the aid of their chil¬
dren, with their concern to come to their
aid within their available means to help them
establish their new home. Parents should, above
all, endow their children with the qualities of
communist ethics so that they may be able to found
a sound family, built by the joint efforts and con¬
tributions of both the bride and the groom and not
by the dowry.
A determined fight should be waged also
against certain other customs at work on the wed¬
ding day of the bride, which are intended to lega¬
lize the submission of the wife to her husband.
Such ai’e, for instance, the insolent ceremony in
receiving the bride into the groom’s house as well
as the ceremony of a religious character which
sanctifies relations of oppression and exploitation.
In Christ’s name, the priest sanctified the wedlock
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of an aged man with a young woman in her teens.
While the hoxha, holding the Koran in his hand,
blessed the wedding of a man to his fourth wife:
Both of them advised the wife in the name of
religion to submit to the husband for he is her lord
and master.
While fighting backward customs regarding
the wedding ceremonies we must legalize our new
customs of socialist society. This implies that we
should view all ceremonies connected with marri¬
age with a critical eye so as to preserve what is
good and give it a new content and to discard what
is negative by creating new traditions both as re¬
gards the ceremonies of marriages at the Registrar’s
Office and as regards wedding parties as an event
of rejoicing avoiding feasts involving large
and
useless expenses.

2. Establishment of correct relations between
husband and wife and between the wife and
other members of the family — an essential
condition to entitle the wife to the place
belonging to her in the family.
Setting up the new socialist family, in addition
to founding on correct marital relations, requires
also the establishment of truly equal relations
between the wife, husband and other members of
the family. It is a fact that in many families both
in the countryside and in cities and even in cer¬
tain cases, when marriages have been concluded
on sound foundations, there exist and are kept in79

tact many survivals of feudal-bourgeois practices,
inherited from one generation to another, backward
concepts and religious norms which have assumed
the force of custom and law and which stifle and
enslave the woman in the family.
In spite of their participation in production
and the contribution the women render through
their work, they do not yet occupy an equal post
in the family, especially in the countryside. There
still prevails the opinion that ■<-<man is the master
of the house»-, '•-(the head of the family», there still
prevails the complete submission of the wife to the
husband-, the denial of her most elementary rights,
which is legalized also by religion and the ^Holy^*scriptures.
At the numerous meetings and consultations
which took place these recent months throughout
the country the people themselves firmly con¬
demned these ideas and all their burdensome con¬
sequences weighing upon wives who are assigned
to the most menial and humiliating jobs in the
family. Her lot is the lash rope, she must wash the
feet of her husband and of all the other members
of the family, she must be the first to get up in
the morning and the last to go to bed at night,
she must eat after they have had their meals, to
carry wood, to haul water and so on. Can one speak
of parity and of a sound family under such cir¬
cumstances? These ugly customs do not prevail
only in the countryside but also, in one measure
or another, in cities where, in many cases the wo¬
man is not treated as an equal but a being of se¬
condary importance.
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The social and economic basis under which
these concepts thrived has totally changed. In our
country the rights of women are guaranteed by
law also in this respect. But the force of habit is a
ponderable one smothering both the men and other
members of the family as well as the women on
whom these habits and customs weigh.
Let us take up for instance, the Canon of Lek
Dukagjini and view it from this angle. It reflects
a soci^ order based on the patriarchal and feudal
system of clans and tribes and, for that reason, it
embodies the patriarchal and feudal ideology. As
concerns the attitude towards women, it contains
the most enthralling, most humiliating and most
ruthless norms that can be imagined. The material
and general social conditions under which this
Canon has sprung and which it reflects have, of
course, radically changed. But the force of its ideo¬
logy, the force of tradition and of customs still re¬
main and, in certain regions, even prevail crip¬
pling and maiming the life of women. Is it not
high time for us to uproot at once and bum at the
stakes all these savage and barbarous traditions
and customs?
Or, let us view the discontinuance of the lash
rope from this angle. When this initiative
was
first taken at the «Asim Zeneli»- agricultural coope¬
rative in Gjirokastra certain old women said to
the younger women and girls: ^-cWell, never mind
if you come back without a load on your back but,
in any way, take the lash rope with you. It is
unbecoming for a woman to go without her lash
rope!» Here is a case renouncing «the economic adr
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vantage>v accruing from this custom but holding
fast to it as a symbol, as a sign of the bondage and
humiliation of the woman, as a sign of her treat¬
ment as a beast of burden. And this custom was
so strong that the lash rope was part of a bride’s
trousseau.
Therefore, we should declare a merciless war
on all old reactionary customs that are based on
the force and inertia of tradition. That is why the
organizations of the Party and those of the masses,
public opinion as a whole should combat with
courage and without respite to uproot the psycho¬
logy and old customs that degrade women and
weaken our family. While intensifying their ideolo¬
gic and clarifying work the organizations of the
Party and those of the masses should support and
encourage to the best of their ability all movements
and the many obligations taken at meetings and
consultations with regard to respecting the rights
of women as a decisive condition for a sound fa¬
mily.
The women themselves
should fight with
courage to win equal rights with men in the fa¬
mily. They should not keep quiet and yield obei¬
sance to these ugly customs allegedly for the sake
of preserving harmony and unity in the” family.
Harmony and unity in the family are basic elements
for good marital relations but they are not streng¬
thened by succumbing to prejudices and backward
customs of subserviency to man but by fighting
them in the right way with courage and wisdom.
Silence and submission of women have their source
especially in the idea that ^the husband has you
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in his grip»-, he may divorce you and turn you
back to your parent’s house. Formerly, it was out
of fear of being turned out of her husband’s house
and of being pointed to as a divorcee that she to¬
lerated to share her husband’s house with his
second wife. Today, being economically as indepen¬
dent as her husband, she is master of her own,
capable of bringing up her children and is not in¬
timidated by the threat of divorce when living to¬
gether becomes unbearable. Divorce is an equal
right of both husband and wife and, if this right is
correctly understood, it will not hang over the wife
like the sword of Damocles as before, but will help
strengthen family ites. The couple should expercise just as much discretion and wisdom when
contemplating divorce as they exercised before
they joined in wedlock. Piiblic opinion condemns
any rash gesture which wrecks the family and af¬
fects especially the children from whichever part
it comes. The force of public opinion was ma¬
nifested especially in the revolutionary situation
which characterizes the life of our country at
present.
A negative influence in preserving the back¬
ward customs in the life of many of our families
is exerted by people advanced in age, the old men
in particular, who, being victims of the force of
habit and unconscious of the damage they do,
insist that the members of the family should respect
th^e customs. This handicap should be overcome
with tact and not in open opposition which is lia¬
ble to create conflicts as some yoimg men and
young women do, but by relying on the correct
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line of the Party, by working patiently with the
old generation, by treating them with highest con¬
sideration, confident they will gradually and even¬
tually give up their conservative views.
The organizations of the Party and those of the
masses should do a great deal to point out the ma¬
jor right the women have won in the People’s
Regime, the importance of establishing correct re¬
lations between the wife and husband and all the
other members of the family as an important fac¬
tor for consolidating the family which should be
based on the equality of husband and wife, on
respecting the personality of each, on their equal
rights and not on moldy, reactionary and conser¬
vative thought of patriarchal, feudal and bourgeois
families.
They should strive, at the same time, to'uproot
the survivals of religious, feudal and patriarchal
ethics on the attitude towards women and should
see to it that the moral requirements of public
opinion should be equal for both the women and
men, that integrity and honor, fidelity in marital
relations, freedom to choose life companions should
be considered and be in practice the just rights
of both the husband and his wife. We should in
no way tolerate that social opinion should, allegedly
in the name of proletarian ethics and of the sound
traditions of honor and marital integrity of our
people, treat and solve these problems falling vic¬
tims to the laws and usages of the Church or of
the Sharia, to the norms of religious, feudal and
patriarchal morals, which in every case and always
throw the blame • on and condemn the women. It
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is precisely these concepts
and customs
which
prompt many parents and public opinion in general
to frown upon the association of a young man
with a young woman, the love' that may develop
between them and which encourage gossip which,
as a rule, weighs heavy upon the young woman,
affects her dignity and personality. It must be
brought home to everyone that without making
both men and women morally equal there can be
no genuine and allround emancipation of women.
Problems of the family and family relations are
not only a private concern of each but they are
problems of society as a whole. Our socialist socie¬
ty is vitally concerned for the consolidation of the
family on sound communist morals, for the family
is the cell of society. The concept of viewing
problems of the family as a private affair has
brought about a feeling of unconcern about the
conduct of people in the family, a kind of separate
assessment of the moral and political make up of
one or of the other from his conduct in the family
and in society. This accounts for the fact that up
to now in our society some workers and even com¬
munists and cadres who are resolved followers of
the line of the Party, hard workers and endowed
with a high spirit of sacrifice and selfdenial, when
in the family allow themselves behavior and acts
which are incompatible with communist
ethics.
This accounts also for the fact that often even
Party organizations in the countryside have main¬
tained a lenient attitude towards alien patriar¬
chal and bourgeois manifestations and have failed
to mobilize public opinion to fight these manifesta¬
tions with might and main.
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The Party should fight equally against indif¬
ference and against vulgar intrusion into family
affairs. The intimate, delicate and complicated na¬
ture of family relations should always be kept in
mind in the work of Party organizations and work¬
ers’ collectives. Society, the collective and every¬
body may exert a positive influence on strengthe¬
ning the unity of the family only when this in¬
tervention is performed with tact and good judg¬
ment prompted by the sentiments of respect and
social concern and not by resorting to administrative
methods, methods of dictation, of pressure and of
coercion. The intervention of others in every det^l
of family relations, for every problem that might
arise in the family often does more bad than good,
instead of exerting a positive influence in consoli¬
dating the family does the contrary and leads to
weakening and even to breaking it up. Just as dan¬
gerous are ill intentioned gossip and sensational
assertions which lead to discrediting the wife or
husband before public opinion. Public opinion can
never be indifferent towards and not pass harsh
judgment on such amateurs and not counteract
their negative influence on family relations.
Towards anti-social phenomena which are ma¬
nifested in family relations, be they on the part
of the husband, wife, parents or children, it is not
only public opinion that acts and should act but
also state organs, especially, the organs of justice
and our legislation.
Our legislation on the family has played a ma¬
jor role in setting up socialist relations in the
family, especially, in freeing the woman from
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drudgery and in securing her equality with man.
But considering the new conditions that have been
created, the revolutionizing spirit of the whole life
of the country and the tasks the Party has outlined
to further deepen revolution, the organs of ju-stice
should intervene more actively and be more skilful
in protecting the rights of women and the norms
of communist morals in family relations. On the
other hand, in conformity with these conditions and
this revolutionary spirit, they should re-examine
with a critic’s eye certain legal dispositions which
govern family relations and which are outworn and
do not reflect as they should the socialist transfor¬
mations which have taken place in our country.
It is only when coordinated work is done by
all the organizations of the masses, state organs
and the various cultural and educational institutions
under the leadership of the Party organizations,
when educative and differentiated work is done
with men and women, old and young and even
children that socialist public opinion and psychology
can be formed, that negative phenomena and out¬
worn customs and mentality in family relations can
be discarded and, on this basis, our family can
always wax strong.

3. Free women from the drudgery of house chores
With a view to carrying the process of the
complete emancipation of women further ahead and
to achieve the equality of women with men, the
attention'of the Party should be concentrated, now
and for long time to come, on the struggle to uproot
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all concepts and customs which treat women as
slaves of the household, to free them from the
drudgery of household chores. Lenin says: ^<The
woman continues to remain a household slave re¬
gardless of all laws passed to free her since she is
oppressed, smothered, stifled and humiliated by the
small-scale domestic economy which nails her down
to the kitchen and to children, robbing her of her
exertion for ruthlessly unproductive and grinding
toil which shatters her nerves, benumbs her intel¬
lect and exhausts her altogether.^
The complete and ultimate deliverance of wo¬
men from the drudgery of household chores, of
course,, demands, as Engels has pointed out, the
collectivization of this domestic economy, turning
it into a branch of social production. This collecti¬
vization of domestic economy in the countryside
and even in cities, however, does not depend enti¬
rely on our wishes and our will. In the countryside
especially this process is a very complicated one.
It requires a large-scale development of present
technique and its own material and technical basis,
it requires the collectivization of all service work
in the family, it demands, in short, the liberation
of the family from its functions as an economic
unity.
But we can not wait until the collectivization of
domestic economy is fully achieved for freeing the
women from the drudgery of the household. We
should start right away to work in this direction
with the means available now and with those which
will be created step by step.
•
Thanks to the concern of the Party and of
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the organs of the People’s Rule, a series of impor¬
tant steps have already been taken to shorten the
time necessary for the daily chores of the house¬
hold, for rearing and bringing up children and so
on. Creches and kindergartens have been set in
cities. Such institutions have also been set up in a
certain number of villages, particularly during the
period of intensive agricultural work. The network
of public health service free of charge iri urban
and rural centers has been extended. The network
of trade units has been expanded and has been
extended even to the remotest parts of the coun¬
try; centers of handicraft service have been set up
not only in the various city quarters but are being
set up also in several villages. Popular restaurants
have been opened in city quarters, the market has
been flooded with ready-made garments for all
ages, home-made pieces of furniture, household
utensils brought also from abroad for laundry
purposes, for cooking, house-cleaning and so on.
At present, two are the main ways to solve
the problem of stepping up the process which has
already begun in our country to free the women,
to create possibilities for them to have more time
available to devote to their educational, cultural
and professional uplift and recreation;
Firstly, to strive to uproot concepts and
customs which consider household work and the
rearing of children as the job of women alone. It
must be .borne in mind that the women workers
today after their day’s work in factories, in fields
or in offices have a second day’s job to tackle at
home cooking, cleaning, serving for all the members
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of the family and bringing up and educating chil¬
dren. In the countryside
they have
additional
jobs to do: carrying wood and hauling water, knead¬
ing and baking bread. It can very well be said
that a woman’s workday lasts 15 to 16 hours. It
is precisely on this account that every husband
should seriously think out ways of helping his wife,
his life companion.
The idea that men cannot and do not know how
to do certain household chores is wrong and patri¬
archal. With the exception of a mother’s function
to take care of her youngsters, a man can very well
take a hand in all the other chores of the household.
This requires that men should cast off such con-,
cepts as that of being -washamed)-)- of doing kitchen
work, house repairs, cleaning and ironing, that of
keeping and educating children, hauling water and
so on and so forth, making it a major problem for
all public opinion and fighting against the force
of habit which is a great stumbling block not only
for men but also for women, especially those ad¬
vanced in age.
The idea and psychology that household chores
should not be confined only to women but to all
the members of the family including men should
be inculcated deep into children by the family, the
school and society. This objective is not attained
if the family keeps drawing a line, as it does today
between jobs to be done by girls and those to be
done by boys: girls to do the cleaning and putting
the house in order, to learn cooking, sewing and
embroidery, whereas boys only to chop wood, do
the marketing and, in general, to do those jobs their
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father does. Such a division of ^<jobs for girls^>- and
t-tjobs for boys>^ should not be made in schools and
in various mass actions of youth, in pioneer homes,
creches and kindergartens either. The Ministry
of Education and Culture should reexamine and
revise its programs of study connected with work
and domestic economy so that no discrimination
may be made between boys and girls. ■
Secondly, lighten a woman’s household chores
by expanding the network of public service and
making a more efficient use of the existing one.
First of all, it is necessary to create further
conditions to lighten the work of women as far as
bringing up and educating children is concerned.
The Political Bureau calls on the Council of Mi¬
nisters to take immediate steps to increase the ca¬
pacity of kindergartens and creches above plan oi*
the basis of decisions taken about the use of funds
accumulated as a result of the initiative taken by
workers to give up voluntarily certain kinds of
supplementary payments.
As concerns the long established agricultural
cooperatives and those in lowlands, the Political
Bureau calls on every cooperative to make full use
of their availabilities and set up, mainly in briga¬
des, either permanent creches and kindergartens or*
during the big campaigns of farm work. This should
be of great assistance to mothers and a measure of
major importance for the correct upbringing and
education of children.
With a view to shortening the necessary time
for household chores, state organs should study
the ways of taking other measures.
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The organs of industry, handicrafts and trade
may turn out and put out the market larger quan¬
tities of house utensils and other more economical
means for cooking, cleaning and laundry purposes.
Trade organs should expand the varieties of packa¬
ged and dried food products and should study the
possibility of organizing the sale of foodstuffs on
order, as practiced in Tirana and Durres, for the
distribution of milk and a number of other com¬
modities. Expand, at the same time, the network
of shops to sell cooked or half cooked foodstuffs.
The organs of industry, handicrafts and trade
should increase the quantity of ready-made clothes,
improving their quality and complying with the de^mands of workers of all ages, of all districts and espe¬
cially for the countryside in general. Municipal servi¬
ces and those of the handicrafts should extend their
service shops both in cities, in certain large agri¬
cultural cooperatives and in localities, so that some
services ranging from tailoring to repairs of house¬
hold utensils and pieces of furniture which are
now being done at home. The Central Office of
Communes should study and sum up the experience
of the city of Tirana in expanding and utilizing
public bath and laundry houses, so' that they be of
better service to families.
In the countryside, where women are loaded
with heavier work, not only household chores and
bringing up children but also work in individual
plots of ground, agricultural cooperatives should
take steps to set up public ovens which could serve
not only to bake bread but also to cook certain
kinds of dishes for peasant families, public baths
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and laundry houses as the cooperatives in the
Durres region have suggested, acqueducts to conduct
water nearer to the dwelling quarters, collective
cutting and transportation of firewood for each
cooperative family, various workshops and so on.
The Party committees, state and economic or¬
gans in general, should make more efficient use
of the major availabilities of every district, work
center and agricultural cooperative.
Experience
gained heretofore has gone to show that with a
little initiative and utilizing availabilities at their
disposal a number of districts have created many
facilities for household tasks.
Thus, by making a more equitable division of
household chores
among husband,
wife
and
all the other members of the family and
by gradually increasing measures to shorten the
time necessary for household chores, there will
be created more favorable conditions for women
to render a larger contribution to social production
and to the political and social life of the country
and will enable them to develop from the politi¬
cal, cultural and professional point of view. This
will mark a big step ahead towards the emancipa¬
tion of women, giving a fresh impetus to their crea¬
tive ability and raising the personality and role of
women in our socialist society to a higher level.
Make the Problem of Women a Problem of So¬
ciety as a Whole
The Central Committee of the Party and Com¬
rade Enver Hoxha have repeatedly stressed that the
problem of women, affecting the fate of socialist
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construction, life and future of our country, is
above all, a major problem of the Party.
Regional Party committees and grass-root or¬
ganizations, carrying out the directives and recommandations of the Party Central Committee, have
improved their work and have increased their con¬
cern about problems dealing with the emancipation
of women. Better organized work and more con¬
cern about this matter is noticed particularly after
the 5th Party Congress and Comrade Enver Hoxha’s
February 6th speech.
Nevertheless, the Political Bureau of the Cen¬
tral Committee asserts that major efforts should
be exerted both by the Party committees as well
as the grass-root organizations so that the problems
of the complete emancipation of women may be
better grasped in their breadth and depth.
In order to consolidate what we have achieved,
in order not to return to where we started from,
in order not take the struggle for the emancipation
of women as a campaign, the Party should be on
the alert, it should pile on more logs on the great
revolutionary fire which has been kindled so that
it may burn to ashes every alien concept which
looks down upon and belittles women. Since the
problem of the emancipation of women is a major
one, it is essential that every separate aspect of it
should be treated in all earnestness and become
a problem of society as a whole.
On the forefront of the struggle for the emanci¬
pation of women, there should stand, as always,
the members of the Party who should educate and
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lead the masses of the people by the example they
and their families set. To be a communist, a fighter
for the ideas of the Party on one hand, and to
speak in general of the emancipation of women and
do practically nothing to fight every day, every¬
where and with all your efforts against customs
and concepts which lie in the way of the complete
emancipation of women, on the other — these are
two irreconcilable things. It is to be regretted,
but we have not few of such communists. There
are those who, not understanding the line of the
Party in this matter, remain slaves to conserva¬
tive and backward influences. There are others,
who align themselves with the slogans of the
Party in words, repeat them even out loud, but in
reality they maintain a feudal and patriarchal at¬
titude towards women in their homes and at work.
Comrade Enver Hoxha teaches us that one
cannot be a communist while being a braggadosio,
an insolent man and a petty bourgeois in the fa¬
mily considering the woman as a piece of property,
as a household chattel. What kind of communist is
he who resorts to a thousand ways to prevent the
woman from participating in production and poli¬
tical and social life, who lacks confidence in her
ability, or when it comes to trusting her with lead¬
ing posts frowns and scowls, exerts pressure and
puts a range of obstacles in the way? The views
and attitude of these communists should be submit¬
ted for principled discussion of criticism in the
Party organizations so that they may be helped
and educated. They must understand that such an
attitude of theirs is incompatible with their mem95

bership in the ranks of the Party, that their atti¬
tude is not a private, personal affair, but a problem
of principle, for without the example of commu¬
nists the problem of women cannot be properly
solved with success.
Not only the communist but not even any
other person be he a worker, a peasant or an in¬
tellectual, can call himself a man of the vanguard
or a cultured man, if he does not maintain a cor¬
rect attitude towards a woman, if he does not fight
against everything which hinders her from occu¬
pying the place she deserves in society. Therefore,
the Party is faced with the task of working on a
frontal and massive way, but also with each person
and family individually according to the particular
conditions of every district, village or city quarter.
The question here is not to fight against men
or women or to protect women from men. These
ideas are alien to Marxism—Leninism, to our Party.
The question here is to fight against backward views
surviving from the past, particularly, among men,
but also among women themselves. That is why
the Party and society should be prepared to carry
this fight through to the end in defense of women
from all those who trample their rights underfoot.
In solving the problem of women an important
role should be played by the organizations of the
masses, because on one hand, girls and women con¬
stitute a powerful force in their ranks and without
the activization of boys and women, without their
complete emancipation the organizations
of the
masses cannot accomplish the major tasks
the
Party has assigned to them properly, and, on the
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other hand, without the work of the organizations
of the masses, without their active participation,
the problem of women cannot become a major so¬
cial problem in our country. Therefore, it is ne¬
cessary to discard all thought and practice, accor¬
ding to which the problems of women are looked
upon as problems of tb)e Organization of Women’s
Union alone.
The Democratic Front, the broadest political
organization of the country, should be the platform
from which to fight against old customs, religious
dogmas and beliefs, which hamper the real libera¬
tion of women. Broad popular discussions of these
problems at meetings of the Democratic Front
should help clarify and persuade people that our
socialist society dannot be duly developed without
doing away with these concepts, just as it should
create everywhere a stifling atmosphere for all
those who trample underfoot the sacred law of our
Party to protect the rights of the Alb^ian women.
Through its widespread branches in cities,
towns and villages, the Democratic Front should
outline a broad program of political and propa¬
ganda work, in order to put into practice new so¬
cialist norms, which deal with marriage contracts,
facilities for women’s household chores, women’s
active participation in the political and economic
life, in the state and social cultural activities of
the country, to stimulate and develop the initiative
of the broad masses of people and to engage in
concrete actions.
Bearing in mind that old customs pass from
one generation to another, that they interfuse with
7
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the daily life and activity of people, becoming a
habit and taking root in their world outlook the
Party should devote special attention to the edu¬
cative work with the young generation which should
inherit all the virtues of our people and be protected
and kept safe from every vice and backward custom
which poison their minds and conscience. The heroic
youth of our country, this colossal revolutionary
and progressive force, should be in the front ranks
of the struggle for the complete emancipation of
women. How can our revolutionary youth tolerate
their mothers, sisters, the comrades of their orga¬
nizations to be trampled upon, to be discredited, to
be treated according to mediaeval and religious
laws? Our youth have always obeyed but one law.
the law of the Party, the law of revolution and of
the struggle, for the happiness of the people. That
is why the Party trusts that all the youth of our
country will be resolved, intelligent and courageous
fighters for the great cause of fighting against eve¬
rything that lies in the way of the complete emanci¬
pation of the Albanian woman. The Labor youth
Union of Albania should devote special attention
especially to the work with young women, to or¬
ganize, educate and activize them in an allround
way. The young women who grow and are educa¬
ted under condition of People’s Rule, should not
only be allowed to fall victims to bigotry and
conservative ideas, but they should be turned into
courageous fighters for the emancipation of the Al¬
banian woman. To achieve this, it is imperative
that an end be put to sectarism, which we meet
with in the matter of their admittance to member'98

ship in the organization of youth, to put an end
to the fanaticism which prevents them from ta¬
king active part in the life of the organization and
to the formal work with young women. Of major
importance in this respect is to draw as many
young women as possible, especially from the
mountain regions of the country to the mass actions
of youth as to the Rogozhina-Fieri railway, tO' the
highway in the Highlands, etc.
A major role regarding the problem of women
evolves upon our schools, which as centers of ideo¬
logical formation and scientific world outlook, as
important educational means in the hands of the
Party and of society, should lay the groundwork
of sound proletarian precepts among young men
and young women, should gradually enhance their
personality. But at present our schools come short
of filling these functions as they should. The Mi¬
nistry of Education and Culture should delve dee¬
per into the study of outlining correct scientific
and pedagogical orientations in this field and of
encouraging the adoption of revolutionary methods
of teaching and of educating in general and of the
moral uplift of youth in particular.
Women are a major component part of the
working class of our country. Without activizing
this force, without making it participate in all fields
of life, the working class cannot play its role as
the vanguard class which gives the tone to the
whole life of the country. Therefore, the Trade
Unions should devote special attention to the work
of solving the problems of women workers, of their
ideological, political,
technical and professional
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uplift, of creating facilities and applying our le¬
gislative measures in economic enterprises. .Trade
Union organizations should be more active in draw¬
ing women to their activities and promote more
of them to posts of responsibility helping them
assert their personality not only as good workers
and managers of production, but also as social acti¬
vists. Trade Union organizations should be more
particularly concerned about opening courses of
qualification for women workers with a view to
making them more efficient workers both in pro¬
duction and in political and social activity. The
Trade Union should courageously raise their voice
against any obstacle or bureaucratic procrastina¬
tion in this matter.
The complete emancipation of * women cannot be
successfully brought about, if the women themselves
and their organization, the Women’s Union of
Albania, do not raise their voice out loud and wage
a persistent battle for it. We should admit that
women themselves are the carriers of backward/
feudal customs and religious beliefs and supersti¬
tions. If the backward customs of selling off girls
in marriage exist, if dowries and bridal trousseaux
are widespread phenomena, this means that not
only men but women, not only fathers but mothers
also become often guardians of these mediaeval
customs in our days.
The Women’s Union of Albania in its capacity
as the political organization of the masses of women
under the leadership of the Party, has rendered
great service to the country by enlightening the
Albanian women politically, by mobilizing them
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extensively for all the activities of the life of our
country. It has become a favorite organization of
the women of our country and has always been an
active auxiliary to our Party. But it should radically
improve its work, in order to raise its political and
organizational activity to the height which times
demand so that it better tackle the great problems
of the complete emancipation of women. Now that
the cultural level of girls and women is being raised
by all of them passing through 8-grade schooling,
it becomes easier for the Women’s Union or¬
ganizations to intensify their activities also in the
countryside.
The basic task of the women’s organization re¬
mains also for the days to come to educate women
to become resolved fighters to safeguard the rights
they have won and to use these rights in the prac¬
tical activities of their daily life. In every family
we have more than one woman member of the
Women’s Union of Albania and each one of themi
should become a militant to carry the word of the
Party, the progressive word, to establish new so¬
cialist customs and norms in the life of our family.
The vmman has a two-fold battle to wage: on the
one hand, to cleanse her own conscience of every¬
thing that hampers her own progress, to fight against the backward ideas and gossip of the women
themselves, on the other, to fight against the con¬
duct and concepts of those who trample underfoot
the rights of women and girls.
Work to educate and mobilize the widespread
women activists should be one of the main concerns
of the Women’s Union of Albania, to make them
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stand on the forefront of struggle for the complete
emancipation of women and, by their example, to
draw to them and educate the broad masses of ur¬
ban and rural women.
The intellectual women
activists of the city should carry on fruitful work
in helping their rural comrades as agitators for,
the line of the Party among the women masses.
Further enhancement of the role of the orga¬
nization of the Women’s Union of Albania in sol¬
ving the problem's the Party is facing for the com¬
plete emancipation of women requires, above all,
a deeper insight into its problems on the part of '
its leading organs and organizations, giving up for
good the usual and injurious methods of practicism.
The organizations of the Women’s Union of Albania
should make a better combination of the ideologi¬
cal educative struggle for the emancipation of wo¬
men with the practical struggle of solving certain
problems like that of a more cultured life in the
countryside, of bringing up children, of cleaning
the dwelling and working centers and so on. They
should strengthen their relation with the broad
masses of women, with their work and their daily
life so as to have a closer view of the anxieties and
opinions of the women and to organize their work
to comply with the categories of women and their
problems. The Women’s Union of Albania should
devote more attention to the women of the rural
regions, to organize an all-round political and or¬
ganizational, cultural and social assistance of them
through sending time and again the best women,
activists of the city to them.
'
The successful fulfilment of the grand tasks
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we are outlining at this plenum of the Central
Committee depends to a large extent on the method
of work of the Party organizations and committees
as well as those of the masses, on their ability to
organize the work of carrying them out. Therefore,
further improvement of the revolutionary method
and style of work, as the Party has repeatedly
recommanded, is one of the tasks of primary im¬
portance for us.
This requires that the Party organizations and
committees as well as those of the masses should
not view things superficially but should delve deep
into their essence, they shoul not only engage in
the practical struggle against customs that degrade
women but to fight the concepts that have given
birth to them and every cause which keeps them
alive. The Party organizations and committees
should keep away for good from empiricism which
characterizes their work in many cases, and should
delve deep both in the reality of our country and
the materials of our Party and of the classics of
Marxism-Leninism in order thus, to draw more
theoretical generalizations from our practice and to
open wider horizons both for themselves and for the
people.
Considering that the further emancipation of
women has both its ideological and its economic,
organizational and administrative aspects, the com¬
bination of the ideological work with the economic
and administrative measures, giving priority to the
former, is of major importance to the method of
the work of the Party organizations and commit¬
tees, of the organizations of the masses and state
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organs. Political and ideological work outlined and
supeiwised by the Party is the principal factor to
fight with success all customs and concepts that
lie in the way to the solution of the pro¬
blem of emancipating women. But this
should
be as concrete and militant as possible. The Party
has repeatedly spoken against customs that degrade
women, but when the grass-root organizations of
the Party indulged in criticism and self-criticism
within the Party, when conflicting views came in
to grips with one another in exchanges of opinions
and discussions, when these problems were laid out
openly and the people and the masses themselves
rose up to fight, then the fire was lit and this
unprecedented revolutionary drive burst forth. It
behooves the Party to make wide use of this re¬
volutionary method to form public
opinion, to
carry out the mass line in the class struggle for the
emancipation of women.
With a view to making the problems of women
the problems of the Party and society, with a view
to organizing a more serious and scientific study
of the problems of women, the Political Bureau
has issued instructions to set up special commissions
to work with women in the regional Party orga¬
nizations and committees and under their direct
supervision and proposes to the plenum to set up a
similar commission at the Central Committee of
the Party. The creation of these commissions should
be understood aright and considered an organizatio¬
nal measure of major importance to help raise the
role of leadership of the Party in the struggle for
the emancipation of women and its concern about
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the problems of women. Their establishment should
in no way push aside or replace the great role of
the Women’s Union of Albania just as it should not
push aside and replace the role of the Party orga¬
nization and Committees themselves.
4>

4>

»

The problem we are taking up at this plenum
is of decisive importance to the further progress
of our socialist Fatherland. The complete emanci¬
pation of women is one of the highest aims and
one of the most fundamental tasks of our Party, in
our struggle for the triumph of socialism and com¬
munism. Achievements attained so far in this field,
opportunities that have been created by the social¬
ist development of the country as a whole and the
major revolutionary movement our Party has sparked
of for the emancipation of women, allow us to¬
day to raise to a new and higher level our fight
for the complete emancipation of women. The
Central Committee of the Party expresses its deep
conviction that our people, men and women, pea¬
sants and city folk, all, like sworn patriots, progres¬
sive and revolutionary people, united around the
Party and under its leadership, will muster all their
efforts and render all their contribution to en¬
sure to women their full equality in life and to
give them the place and great role pertaining to
them in our new socialist society.

8 — 4T8
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